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CHAIRMAN’S COMMENTS

Members should all have received a copy of the Society’s latest publication, The Twenty-five
Churches of the Southwark Diocese. Some 800 were sent out successfully during the summer, but
if yours never turned up, do let me know.

Perhaps I can say a few words about the Society’s publication policy. Until the mid-1990s,
the Society’s newsletter had few illustrations, and few articles of length.As a counterweight, dur-
ing this period, the Society published one or two short monographs per year, typically of ten to
twenty pages, issued free to members. Since then the newsletter has become Ecclesiology Today,
and has grown to include substantial, well illustrated, articles. One year’s worth of Ecclesiology
Today in its current format thus provides much more material for members than the relatively
thin monographs.

As Ecclesiology Today changed, the monographs themselves were not abandoned, but (as you
will have noticed) have become much more occasional, but much more substantial.
Furthermore, for a variety of reasons there have been delays, and it has been difficult to space
them out, so this year members will already have received two (on Albi and Southwark), and a
third, important work, is well on the way. As ever, this will be issued free to members - truly,
this will have been a bumper period, and one unlikely to be repeated.

In the light of the continued evolution of Ecclesiology Today, the time has come for the
Council to review the Society’s overall publication policy, and particularly the policy on mono-
graphs. I will let you know as soon as we have taken a view as to the best way forward.You will
be interested to know that Ecclesiology Today is itself undergoing a redesign, and we hope the
fruits of this will be visible with the next issue, in January 2003.

A volunteer has now stepped foward to handle the distribution of back-copies of our pub-
lications (on a trial basis), and we are now arranging for stock to be transferred to the new
address. More about this in the next issue, when I hope it will be possible to list our back-titles
in stock.

Finally, on behalf of members, may I thank all those who have organised or are organis-
ing visits. Our programme, in the able hands of Chris Webster, covers much of the country, and
looks at churches from many angles. Do contact him if you have ideas for visits, or would like
to explore the idea of organising one yourself. Looking forward, we hope to meet many of you
at our forthcoming annual conference on 5 October and at the annual Dykes Bower memori-
al lecture, details of both of which you will find enclosed.

Trevor Cooper
September 2002

PS. I would be interested to know, on an informal basis, of any member’s experience of ‘state-
ments of significance’ in the context of listed churches.These are of increasing importance in
obtaining faculties, and it would interesting to understand more of how they work in practice.
Also readers will notice that, due to unforeseeen circumstances, there is no piece from our
Newshound, Phil Draper, in this issue.We hope to carry his latest news roundup next time.
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THE ENGLISH GROUP OF TOURNAI FONTS IN THE 
CONTEXT OF THE WHOLE SCHOOL

Paddie Drake

IN PLACING THE EIGHT fonts of the ‘English’ group of Tournai fonts in the context of the
whole known output of the School, there are three considerations, the stone, the form and the dec-
oration, and an analysis of these will allow an assessment of whether or not ‘our’ fonts are typical
of the genre. Much depends on what is meant as a ‘Tournai Font’ or ‘black Tournai Font’ as in the
title of Cecil Eden's book of 1909.They have also been referred to as ‘black Tournai marble’ fonts.1

The stone is, if not unique, a rarity for its deep colour and ‘Tournai’ defines the workshop which
produced them.The same stone worked by a mason of another school does not produce a Tournai
font and nor does a different material worked by a Tournai craftsman. By comparison with English
fonts,which are usually to be found in small clusters of the same design, the fifty-plus of the Tournai
School form a significant group, though far fewer than the Mosan group, made of a similar stone
quarried on the Meuse, or the chalice fonts of the Swedish island of Gotland.

Why is there an ‘English group’ at all and why are they virtually unique as imports into this
country?2 In the Middle Ages schools of sculpture grew up in areas where there was good stone,
attracting skilful craftsmen, where there were adjacent strong markets and where there were good
communications, which meant easy access to navigable water.Transport was then even more cost-
ly, in real terms, than it is today and the strongest evidence of an export trade in baptismal fonts is
to be found all round the Baltic, in northern France, on the west coast of Jutland and in the
Rhineland as well as in England, anywhere in fact where there were extensive river systems and
easy coastal trade.When account is taken also of  the way in which Tournai stone was exported in
the form of tomb slabs (Orkney) and architectural details such as columns and capitals (Lewes
Priory, Rochester cathedral) it is hard to see why England has so very few imported fonts.There is
not a single example from the valley of the Meuse, just one from the Marquise quarries (near
Boulogne), and only eight from Tournai, yet the English market is just as accessible from the Meuse
valley or from the Boulonnais as from the Scheldt.

Skilled masons were drawn to work in quarries from which materials of high quality were
extracted and England is well endowed with attractive stones of many different types. Consequently
the only reasons to import foreign material would have been because it was very cheap (ruled out
by the cost of transport) or because it was of a specially high quality.Tournai stone is certainly a
remarkable material. It is still worked at Vaux-lès-Tournai on the banks of the Scheldt, though most
of the quarries known to have been active in the Middle Ages have long disappeared.The stone
comes in shallow beds of varying quality, ranging from pure rubble, useful for nothing more than
hard-core, to the finest stone for decorative use.The fact that it is not a freestone (that is, a stone
which can be cut in any direction) means that its use in sculpture is limited, for it is schistous -
almost laminated - and even the best of it is vulnerable to damage by frost. Close examination of
almost any product of the Tournai School reveals that there is hardly a piece without signs of flak-
ing or splitting.With fonts this means a horizontal split in the bowl or, in the worst cases, delam-
ination at the top.The best stone, however, is of very high quality, capable of taking a polish, and
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these fonts represent the top of the market.They are true luxury items and, as such, would have
appealed to the powerful men responsible for the majority being brought to England: Henri de
Blois, Bishop of Winchester and his friend the Bishop of Lincoln.3

Generally, the English Tournai fonts are much more black and more highly polished than
many of the others.The one exception to this is St Peter’s, Ipswich (fig 1), where the stone has a
distinctly brown tinge, not unlike that at St Just-en-Chaussée (fig 2) in northern France, where the
font is accompanied by a placard which states unequivocally, Pierre de Marquise, maçon de Tournai.
The decoration of these two fonts, while not exactly the same, does include lions of a distinctive
appearance and it is certainly arguable that they are products of the same workshop, perhaps of the
same hand.4 Many of these fonts in France and Belgium appear predominantly quite grey but this
is because they are relatively unpolished, as can be seen from the blackness of the edges where they
tend to be handled most frequently.5

Those who only know the English group could be forgiven for thinking that all Tournai fonts
have square bowls and are 1 + 4 in design, with a thick central shaft and a slender colonnette at
each corner.6 In fact there are several single-support Tournai fonts. At Boulge in Suffolk is a font
on a single shaft with a plain bowl, which was claimed by Fowler to be Tournai7 and it does have
a typical Tournai base, though the bowl has no obvious links, being different in proportions from
the norm (except for Hautmont fig 3), as well as being completely without ornament. It must be
said that some of those on a single shaft do have a question-mark as to whether or not they con-
form to the type. Deftinge, Guarbecque, Zillebeke and Blessy (fig 4) are all clearly Tournai in ori-
gin but St Antoine at Compiègne (fig 5) and Laon cathedral are of different proportions from the
norm and they have a broad water-leaf on the belly which is otherwise seen only at St Just (fig 2).
Two of the single-support fonts are round and, again, their affiliations to the School are open to
doubt. The stone of Chéreng (fig 6) has been checked and confirmed as Tournai but the whole
style declares it to be the work of a Mosan craftsman, with its strongly salient heads and the treat-
ment of the foliate ornament.At Le Tréport is a fragment of a font of the late Mosan type, also with
salient heads but less markedly so, and with a bowl which reduces in diameter from top to bottom
by a series of rounded steps.8

From an analysis of the type of decoration on every font in the group it can be demonstrat-
ed that there is no single face of a Tournai font on which the decoration is unique.There are very
few Tournai fonts with the same decoration repeated on all four sides and there is no font (unless
Boulge be admitted) that is without ornament on any face.There is a view that any sculpture in a
medieval church must, ipso facto, have a more or less hidden meaning, but this is not now univer-
sally accepted; some sculptures are pure formal ornament, using motifs popular at the time and
which lent themselves to repeat carving.Generally speaking, this is not the case with baptismal fonts
and it is possible in most cases to show that virtually all their decoration is symbolic;, it is there for
a purpose related to the sacrament which the vessel serves.Tournai exceptions are Blessy (fig 4),
Deftinge and Noordpeene, all of which have rows of triangles, point uppermost, with semi-circles
enclosed within the base of each triangle. Noordpeene has it on just one face, the other two have
it on all four.9
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Six types of decoration are used on the face of the bowl: geometric, architectural, foliate, ani-
mal (real and mythical), hagiographical and Biblical, though the last two can be considered under
the single term of figurative. Inscriptions are absent.There are normally combinations of different
types on the same font and architectural motifs are almost always integrated with other forms of
decoration. For example arcading, which may be with or without arches, normally frames a lion
(Ipswich fig 1,Vermand), masks (St Just fig 2) or figurative scenes (Zedelgem fig 7, Noordpeene)
but Montdidier has empty arcading on two faces. At East Meon and Gondecourt10 the empty
arcading takes up only half the height of the face and above it are various beasts and birds.These
arcades are all tectonic, that is the columns have bases and capitals, while Laon cathedral has a much
more formalised version, as was the case at Ribemont (now known only from documents). At
Hautmont (fig 3) a single slender tectonic column is used to divide each face in two parts.
Architecture also appears in the form of complete buildings, but only where there are human fig-
ures telling a story.We find them at East Meon (fig 8),Winchester (fig 9), Zedelgem, on the now
destroyed font of St Venant and on the fragments of the font at the abbey of St Bavon, in Gent,
where buildings frame the scenes from the Old and New Testaments and represent Herod’s palace,
the stable, the Garden of Eden and the gates of Heaven.

Foliate motifs include the vine, with and without grapes, and the lily, representing the blood
of the eucharistic wine and the purity of the Mother of God respectively.The vine usually appears
in quite realistic form (especially at St Mary Bourne and Montdidier fig 10), but the lily is always
depicted as a fleur-de-lis (Ribemont,Thornton Curtis fig 11).The palm, quite common on other
groups of fonts, only occurs in this group at Zillebeke.

The recognisable creatures which are portrayed are the lion and the dove.The lion may be
good or evil, usually the former, unless portrayed in the act of attacking a human being. Around
the font in St Mary's, Stafford (not Tournai), is an inscription: Discretus non es, si non fuges, ecce leones.
‘You are a fool if you do not flee; see the lions!’ and monks used to pray on retiring for the night
to be protected against the power of the Devil who went around as a raging lion, seeking whom
he might devour. At Vermand a lion swallows a human figure and at Zedelgem (fig 7) armoured
knights do battle with huge lions. On the other hand, Christ was the Lion of Judah, and the
Bestiaries offer many reasons for seeing the beast as benign. It was thought to sleep with open eyes,
symbolising watchfulness, being on guard, and this is emphasised at Ipswich (fig 1), where eight of
the twelve face outwards at the corners, thus protecting the Heavenly Jerusalem epitomised by the
arcading. The lion's cubs were believed to be born dead and on the third day, when the father
breathed over them, they came to life, directly symbolic of Christ's death and resurrection and of
our death and rebirth in the waters of the font, during baptism.The lion's tail plume is common-
ly exaggerated - not least in Denmark – because with it he brushed away his spoor to prevent the
hunters from following him, as Christ hid His godliness in human form when he came to earth.

The dove, with its red legs, was believed to have walked through the blood of the martyrs
and is often seen either pecking at grapes, source of the wine of the Eucharist, or drinking from a
vase, gaining refreshment from the sacrament (Winchester Cathedral fig 9, La Neuville-lès-Corbie,
Escanaffles).At Nivelles small birds forage among the leaves and stems of the foliate ornament.

The other recognisable creatures are the Lamb of the Resurrection (Dendermonde,
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Winchester) and the symbols of the Evangelists, the lion, the ox and the eagle.While these are quite
common elsewhere, they only appear in this group at St Michael’s, Southampton, and then only
the lion and the eagle with the angel of St Matthew; St Luke is absent. It is possible that there may
be a fish at Zillebeke, the monogram of Christ, used as the secret sign of the early Christians dur-
ing the years of persecution.The other beasts on Tournai fonts are all mythical, dragons, basilisks
etc., and represent the forces of evil, a reminder to the laity of the threat which lay in wait for the
unbaptised (Lincoln,Thornton Curtis fig 11, Hautmont fig 3, Lichtervelde, Deux-Acren). Many of
these creatures are displayed in roundels, three to each side of the bowl (Winchester, Southampton,
Dendermonde and a font from an unknown site in Belgium, now at Bryn Athyn Museum, USA).

Figure decoration is not common in this group but does appear on some of the best exam-
ples. There are milites pugnantes, representing Psychomachia, the struggle for the human soul
between Good and Evil (Vermand), two men, upper bodies only and a figure carrying its own head
(both Noordpeene) and soldiers armed like the Normans in the Bayeux tapestry, battling with lions
at Zedelgem (fig 7).The fragments from Pervyse and Spiennes show what appear to be angels and
clerics standing in an arcade, but otherwise Tournai craftsmen depicted human figures only as par-
ticipants in a story.11 Very few saints are depicted in early medieval art; apart from the Evangelists
only Andrew, Lawrence, Margaret of Antioch, Nicholas and Thomas à Becket can be identified with
confidence. Of these, only St Nicholas appears on Tournai fonts, at Winchester (fig 9) and
Zedelgem, but treated in slightly different ways. His miracles included examples of bringing the
dead to life, a clear link with death and resurrection through baptism.

The Bible was an important source too; from the Old Testament only the Fall,12 but from
the New the Nativity and Passion of Christ, and the conversion of Saul are all portrayed. East Meon
(fig 8) and Gent both have the Fall and Expulsion on two of the four sides and Gent has the
Nativity sequence on the other two, including the Magi before Herod. St Venant, sadly destroyed
during the 1914-18 War, had the whole of the Passion story from the Last Supper to the visit of
the three Maries to the tomb, while Dendermonde (fig 12) has the last Supper on one face and the
conversion of Saul on another.13 All four sides at Châlons-sur-Marne portray the calling of the
dead to judgement; at each corner a huge angel blows a horn to wake the dead who are seen on
the face of the bowl clambering from their tombs to face their God.

A very unusual feature is the way in which all Tournai fonts have decoration on the upper
surface, otherwise very rare (E.g. Montdidier fig 10).The spandrels display leaves, masks and pairs
of birds drinking from a vase and there is also a concentric band of ornament around the basin.
This may be no more than a pair of shallow mouldings (Ipswich, Hautmont) but many bowls have
complex bands of decoration embodying leaves, grapes, masks and chevrons (Winchester,
Vermand). Most supporting shafts are plain but there is no certainty that they are all original,
though those centre columns with rib-mouldings like the hoops on a barrel certainly are. Most
bases have leaves at the corners, while a few have lions’ masks (Vermand, Zedelgem).

The manner of execution of the decoration varies.The majority are carved in medium relief,
with rounded forms, but there is one font, Hautmont (fig 3), where the carving is reminiscent of
lino-cutting; the background is cut away around the desired outlines which are left in the same flat
plane as the original surface.There are also quite considerable variations in the quality of the designs
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and of the execution. Contrast, for example, the fonts of Lichtervelde and Thornton Curtis (fig 11),
on the one hand, with Zillebeke and Guarbecque on the other.The first two have sensitively bal-
anced designs of paired beasts, beautifully cut, while the others have sprawling foliate decoration
which is clearly the work of a relatively unskilled mason.

It has been suggested that the ‘English’Tournai fonts may have been fashioned in this coun-
try from rough blocks of stone imported directly from the quarries but this is most unlikely. A
mason typically begins work with a block of stone of approximately double the size and weight of
his finished article. Given the high cost of transport, it would not make sense for waste to be
shipped and these fonts would have been finished where the stone was extracted, in the quarries.14

From this very brief review it is plain that the English group is typical of the Tournai output
as a whole, even to some of the doubtful attributions.There are strong cross-Channel parallels of
sources and style which suggest a common origin for the whole group which is in no way negat-
ed by the existence in England of two wild cards, Preshute (plain, round, single-support) and Iffley
(plain, square, multi-support). Preshute reveals no indications as to date and, though the stone has
been scientifically confirmed as Tournai, is sui generis in form and bears no relation to any other of
the group; indeed it is hard to think of any similar medieval font. Iffley, superficially conforming to
the 1+4 model, is a mish-mash of pieces of stone, repaired in places with coloured cement and lack-
ing any of the identifying characteristics of the Tournai School.

Notes

1 It is often described as ‘marble’ but this is not a true petrological term; marble is a limestone which has subsequently been sub-
jected through natural forces to extremes of heat and pressure.Tournai stone is a hard blue/grey/black limestone of the Devonian
period.
2 I know only one other medieval font in England from a foreign workshop, at Newenden, Kent.
3 There is no evidence as to who may have acquired the fonts for Ipswich, although a finger may be pointed at Cardinal Wolsey,
who was given the city of Tournai by Henry VII. St Peter’s stands beside the site of Wolsey’s college.
4 Only scientific analysis could prove it one way or the other and would require samples of the stone.
5 The font at La Neuville-lès-Corbie, a few miles from Amiens, is a very dense black.The church-cleaner thought it looked very
dirty and attacked it with blacking for use on a cast-iron fireplace!
6 This form is only otherwise found in the Boulonnais and Mosan schools and in the English fonts made of a similar hard
grey/black limestone found in Sussex and the Isle of Purbeck.
7 Antiquaries Journal III, 1923, pp. 154-5.
8 It has been attributed to the Tournai School by Camille Enlart in his Manuel d’archéologie française, I, Architecture religieuse, 1902,
p.767, but he is not infallible in his identifications.
9 This motif is not unique to the Tournai School; it is found elsewhere, for example at Harrow-on-the-Hill.
10 Now in La Treille Museum, Lille.
11 Continuing research has revealed a fragment of a font of this type in the collection of the Musées Royaux, Brussels. Its prove-
nance is given as: ‘Tournai, from the abbey of St Michael,Antwerp’.
12 It is possible that Joshua at Jericho may feature at Lessines but the fragments are too worn to be certain.
13 The restoration of serious damage on one side, carried out in the nineteenth century, is almost certainly incorrect.
14 Dr Freda Anderson (d. 2001) held a contrary view, specifically that the four fonts in Hampshire had been shipped as rough
blocks and fashioned in Winchester. It is likely that she had not examined sufficient numbers of the examples on the Continent,
otherwise she would have recognised the clear connections and placed less weight on her observations of stylistic links with other
works of the period at Winchester. Unfortunately she never published her reasons and I did not have an opportunity to debate
her findings with her.
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THE ARCHITECTURE OF HIPPOLYTE JEAN BLANC AND THE
DESIGN OF ST. LUKE’S, BROUGHTY FERRY, DUNDEE

Margaret Lye 

ST LUKE’S WAS BUILT in 1884 at a time of change in Presbyterian church worship. It was
designed by Hippolyte Jean Blanc for the Free Church,1 funded by wealthy Dundee industrialists
who made their money from the manufacture of jute and linen. At the beginning of the 19th cen-
tury Presbyterian churches were generally rectangular with a central pulpit on the long side, often
with U shaped galleries supported on iron pillars providing a perfect preaching auditorium. By the
end of the century all this had changed and they embraced the ideals of the ecclesiological move-
ment and at St Luke’s they came up with a mediaeval parish church design, adapted to form the
preaching requirements of a Presbyterian congregation. In 1859, in the Church of Scotland, a
Committee on Aids to Devotion was formed. In 1862 the Moderator, Dr. Bisset of Bourtie com-
mended the movement for the reform of worship ‘and at the time his remarks created a great sen-
sation’.2 In Aberdeen a young clergyman, Mr Marshall Lang preached a sermon on the subject but
was dealt with by the Presbytery who called upon him to give up such innovations as standing at
singing. In 1870, on the formation of the Aberdeen Ecclesiological Society, James Graham of
Auchterhouse wrote ‘There is a want of interest in the ordinances of the Church but I believe we
shall soon see a change for the better. I think the time is fast approaching when through the influ-
ence of this Society and other agencies, we shall be able to point to the worship of the Church of
Scotland as equal in beauty, simplicity, and interest, to the worship of any church in the world’.

Hippolyte Jean Blanc was born in Edinburgh in 1844. His father,Victor Jacques Blanc orig-
inated from Privas, just north of Montélimar in the Ardèche area of France. He met and married
Sartia Bauress in Dublin whose parents were French also. Their son Victor was born in Dublin in
about 1840 but by 1842, when their second son Auguste was born, they were in Edinburgh and in
business as importers and makers of ladies shoes at 33 George Street. By 1844 when Hippolyte
was born, the business had moved to 69 George Street and the family were living at 37 North
Frederick Street, but within two years they moved to 68 George Street and at about this time their
daughter Florence was born.

By 1851 the business employed six men and was no doubt doing well. Hippolyte was
enrolled at George Heriot’s Hospital School where he survived a harsh regime to emerge in 1859
to be awarded, along with one other boy, a medal for pre-eminence in scholarship and good con-
duct. On leaving school David Rhind (1803-83) became his ‘pupil master’.3 He practised from
54 Great King Street mainly in an Italian Renaissance manner. In the 1850s Rhind was involved
in baronial house work and in several important courthouses and Bank of Scotland buildings.

Blanc also attended the Department of Science and Art School which was housed in the
Royal Institution building on the Mound. This school had been the Trustees Academy and had
been reorganised in 1861 after the death of Alexander Christie who had been head of school. His
assistants were highly regarded but it was decided to replace him with a qualified teacher so that
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the establishment could become a Government School offering nationally recognised qualifica-
tions. By reorganising the students would ‘obtain the encouragement of Prizes – National
Medallions – Prize Studentships – Pupil Teacherships and Art Masterships’. For this they needed
‘the guidance and tuition of Masters brought up within the Department (in London) and sent out
as accredited teachers’.4 The Christie regime was primarily concerned with the teaching of paint-
ing, sculpture and design rather than architecture and the course of study was complementary to
the training Blanc was to receive in the drawing office of David Rhind. In 1866 Blanc became a
National Medallist at that school and it must have been to his advantage that it had become a
nationally recognised award. Classes at the school met from eight to ten o’clock in the morning
and from seven to nine o’clock in the evening, so attendance was possible at the same time as stu-
dents were in gainful employment.

In 1866 his father’s business became ‘Madame Blanc’. His death was not registered in
Scotland and it must be assumed that he was back in the south of France. A Victor Blanc junior
functioned as a bread and biscuit maker and confectioner from 6 Chapel Street in that year but
thereafter he leaves no trace and must also have died outside Scotland. When his mother died on
the 6th June 1878 she left property in Vals, Ardèche, France valued at £320 and four ‘obligations
de la Ville de Rouen of the value of about £144’5 and so it is possible that if there had been health
problems, they would have sought a cure in the climate of the Ardèche where they owned that
property. Hippolyte’s brother, Auguste, went into the family business but did not long outlive his
mother dying, of ‘bilious fever with congestion of the brain’ but the business continued as Madame
Blanc et Fils, presumably run by Florence, at least until 1892. 6

By 1869 Blanc had entered the Government Service as an assistant in HM Office of Works
which operated from Parliament Square and where Robert Mathieson had been in charge. Like
Rhind, Mathieson was an Italian Renaissance man and responsible for such large projects in
Edinburgh as the Palm House (1855), New Register House (1856-62) and also the Post Office
(1861-5). While still only about twenty-seven years old Blanc became President of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association for the years 1871-2. This was founded in 1858 as a self-help education-
al body for architects’ draughtsmen and pupils. It established its own library in 1862, formal debates
were held and there were design competitions. By 1877 he had become chief assistant at the Office
of Works and concurrently with his work there he won the competition to design Christ Church
in Morningside for the Episcopalians.7

In 1873 he had married Elizabeth Shield from London and they moved into 12 St Vincent
Street. They moved again soon after to Thirlestone Road and in about 1889 moved to 17
Strathearn Place, a development by James Raeburn, now the Iona Hotel. A very beautiful ceiling
designed by Blanc can be seen in the first-floor sitting room of the building. Their first child, also
Hippolyte Jean, died in 1876 aged nine and a half months and their second son, Francis Edward
Balcolme Blanc was not born until 1890. He was to succeed in the same profession with an office
south of the border.

By 1879 Hippolyte had set up his own architectural practice at 73 George Street and acted
as President of the Edinburgh Architectural Association, which by then had become a principles’
organisation. In 1888 and 1906 he was elected president for two more two-year periods. A simi-
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lar measure of his professional standing was his election as a Fellow of the Royal Institute of British
Architects in 1888. In 1888-90 he was elected Vice-president of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts,
a body of distinguished Scottish citizens of which he had been a Fellow since 1879. He was award-
ed medals for design in the Edinburgh Exhibition of 1868 and again in Paris in 1889 and in 1892
was elected an associate member of the Royal Scottish Academy; then in 1896 was elected to full
membership.

If there were setbacks in his professional life these are difficult to discern. It seems that his
career took a steady path of professional advancement. In addition to his professional honours he
took a keen interest in amateur activities and was elected President of the Edinburgh Photographic
Society on 7th November 1888. To encourage the photography of architecture he offered a prize
for the best set of six lantern slides by amateur photographers of Edinburgh buildings.8

A visit to the Western isles in the winter of 1907 prompted him to make a Will in which he
writes ‘Going a journey to Stornoway – a stormy way. My will is that everything belonging to me
… be given to my wife Elizabeth Shield or Blanc, and I bequeath all to her, as she has assisted me
to gather it, she is the sole legatee. I know that she will regard and do everything for our son
Francis, out of mutual love. May God guide and guard us all.’ 9 On his death in 1917 the RSA
obituary said that ‘Socially no one was more widely known throughout the city than Mr Blanc,
and the social or semi-social clubs of which he was a member are too numerous to mention … Of
a most genial disposition, Mr Blanc’s open-handed hospitality was known to all with whom he was
associated and many may have cause to remember his generous deeds.’10 When he died he left
moveable estate of £12,061 – the architectural profession was no guarantee of financial success;
when David Rhind died he left just over £100 and there are many examples of firms which expe-
rienced financial difficulties.

Blanc’s first essay in church architecture north of the Tay was for alterations and additions to
Kinnaird Parish Church in the Carse of Gowrie.11 This church is a modest Presbyterian rectangle
which dates from 1815. It has a bell-cote at one end with a bell salvaged from a square-rigged sail-
ing ship named the Grace Harwar.12 In September 1879 he planned a semi-octagonal apse at the
east end with windows of Early French design. Two sets of roof plans were prepared; one of these
provided a steeper angle with a flèche at the apse. None of this was carried out though the cen-
tral south-side pulpit was eventually moved in 1890 to the north-east (minus its base) and the
church re-pewed. The proposed window design appeared in that year at St Leonard’s, Lasswade.

By 1879 Blanc’s reputation was established. His first ecclesiastical building was in Edinburgh
where he designed Christ Church for the Episcopalians (where he was a member) in 1875-8. It is
an ambitious French Gothic design on the Gerona or Italian Friars Church plan with an unaisled
nave, the width of the choir and its aisles, as at Rowan Anderson’s Catholic Apostolic Church in
Edinburgh of 1871-83. There is a very impressive five sided chevet at the east end enclosing an
ambulatory. The chancel is rich and intricate in an Early French manner with a chancel screen in
Early English, carved in oak on a marble base. Mayfield Church in Edinburgh followed shortly after
for the Free Church, again in French Gothic, cruciform in plan and with wide double-gabled
transepts with seating on the north side at ground level. The short chancel has side aisles and a
clerestory and at the east end, a shallow semi-octagonal apse housed a pulpit which has since been
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moved to the north-east. The crossing was punctuated by a flèche but the roof was destroyed by
fire in 1969 and was restored minus the flèche. The asymetrical Normandy type tower was com-
pleted in 1894.

Mayfield was followed in 1880 by St James’, Paisley, this time for the United Presbyterians.13

The general layout is similar to Mayfield – cruciform with wide double-gabled transepts with a
crossing flèche. The side aisles have a clerestory above and an asymetrical tower is based on
Coutances, but this time Blanc predominantly adapted 1st pointed Early English Gothic – quite
different from the earlier designs.

St Luke’s, Broughty Ferry was built for the Free Church of Scotland and opened on 27th
November 1884. Broughty is derived from Borghtay – a secure place on the Tay. In the 18th cen-
tury it was said,‘the situation is so salubrious that multitudes resort every summer to the villages of
the East and West Ferry for the benefit of sea bathing … no one in the parish has deprived him-
self of life, been deprived of it by the law, or been doomed to exile’.14 At that time it consisted of
half a dozen fishermen’s huts but the proprietor began to feu in 1790.15 In 1839 the arrival of the
railway made suburban life a practical possibility for those wishing to move out of Dundee and the
indigenous population expended rapidly and in 1824-6 the Dundee architect, James Black, built St
Aidan’s for the Church of Scotland. Originally with a low tower, it is a delightful vernacular Gothic
rectangle with gatepiers of the same date. In 1858 the tower was added to, along with the spire,
and today it presents itself as an excellent example of its type.

The first minister of St Aidan’s was the Revd David Davidson who from the middle of the
1830s suffered poor health. Following on from the Veto Act of 1834, when discontent rumbled on
in the Church of Scotland, assistants acting for Davidson were forbidden from voicing opinions on
the issue of patronage to the congregation and so they were less well informed than other congre-
gations when the break came with the Church of Scotland and Davidson was to be one of 470
ministers who set up the Free Church. The Revd Davidson was ‘just able to be carried to the win-
dow of his residence in Edinburgh to witness the procession from St Andrew’s Church to the hall
at Canonmills’.16 He signed the Deed of Demission on the 22nd August 1843 and died three days
later on the 25th.

The church in Broughty Ferry was thus singularly unprepared for what happened and the
great majority of church-goers remained with the established church. In 1845 the Church of
Scotland there had 1,650 members and Dissenters numbered 165.17 Of those that dissented ‘it was
remarked by some … that the majority of the outgoing party were only women’. Thereafter, how-
ever, they were to grow rapidly. In Broughty Ferry, Dundee industrialists were living in the area
and the Free Church was their natural home; they were not the type to be dictated to or overruled
by some titled landholder whose culture was alien to them. A group of Free Church followers wor-
shipped in the Volunteer Hall until the West Free Church was built in 1844 and the Revd William
Lyon was appointed as minister. This church (now demolished) was a round arched Italianate
building in contrast to the vernacular Gothic of the Established Church. It was thrown up with
assistance from the Free Church Central Fund which gave a grant of 25% so long as the cost of
building was no more than £1 per seat. In 1865 they raised the roof so that galleries could be
added but it was still not big enough so the decision was taken to build the East Church on Queen
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Street in 1865 to the design of Andrew Heiton. It is a cruciform aisleless Gothic building with
shallow transepts and has a steep-pitched roof slated with neat fish-scale bands. It was to have been
an ambitious tall-spired church comparable with those in west-end Glasgow but the tower
remained unbuilt. Some of the details were quite ambitious Early French, probably reflecting the
fact that William Leiper (1839-1916), then recently returned from J L Pearson’s and William White’s
in London, had been in Heiton’s employment a year or two earlier. The liturgical arrangement
remained very Presbyterian with a central pulpit and communion table at the crossing. It marked
the escalating ambitions of the linen and jute manufacturers and those who provided them with
professional service. St Luke’s also was to be up to the minute in plan as well as in style and a fur-
ther stage in the development of Presbyterian church architecture.

St Luke’s was constituted on the 9th July 1878 when a group of East Church members
formed a temporary session until their first minister, the Revd Wynn Peyton was inducted in early
1879. Their first church was an iron church built by Francis Morton and Company, Liverpool and
was similar in type to the ones put up all over the Highlands by the Marquis of Bute for the
Catholic Church. At this stage in their history the congregation demonstrated a determination to
have what they wanted in forms of worship and introduced a harmonium (still retained in the
church) which provided the first instrumental music to be used in the Free Church. At the Free
Church Assembly in 1883 the use of music was debated and opponents of its use said that ‘if intro-
duced it will simply operate in the way of educating our people to hanker after a more sensuous
form of worship than can be found at least for the present in the Presbyterian Church and that
sooner or later they will therefore accede to other communions where their acquired tastes will be
consulted and gratified’18 How they came to choose Blanc for their new church is not known but
they must have known about his two previous designs for Presbyterian congregations which were
exhibited at the RSA in 1880 and 1881. In general one can say that Broughty people were not
inclined to accept second best and Blanc was a rising star. In Dundee ‘merchants made liberal for-
tunes’ and in Broughty Ferry ‘villas sprang up in great numbers – many of them so grand, com-
modious and tasteful as to be fit residences for royalty itself … our churches shared in the abun-
dance that flowed around us and our merchant princes are still among the best supporters of our
religious schemes.’19 One such house was Douglas house, lived in by James Cunningham, which
was situated just behind the church. Built about 1863 and demolished in 1953-4, it was a tall crow-
stepped Scots style house with a Romanesque porch on one side.20 In St Luke’s there is a plaque
saying that it was to James Cunningham’s ‘Christian zeal and liberality that the erection of the
church was due.’

In Scotland there was no Gothic Revival because, as has been pointed out, Gothic never real-
ly went away.21 In Perth in 1806 St Paul’s was built in a Baronial Gothic manner to the design of
John Paterson (d. 1832) and in 1813 a correct neo-perpendicular church was built at Collace, prob-
ably designed by J Gillespie Graham, adapted from a plate of Bishop Skirlaugh’s chapel in Britton’s
Architectural Antiquities.

At St Luke’s Blanc succeeded in creating a building in Early English Gothic which inside and
out has a natural beauty which thankfully remains almost exactly as built in 1884. The main
entrance is through a porch that was to form the base of an unbuilt tower. From the porch one
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enters the vestibule which is the full width of the church; both have a mosaic floor by Burke and
Company of Paris.22 The nave of the church is 4-bayed with moulded Gothic arches on circular
Shap granite shafts. The transepts have twin arches (rather than the usual one) and these are on
Ross of Mull granite piers. The interior is richly decorated throughout; the piers have octagonal
bases and moulded capitals and the spandrels have terracotta diaper work deriving from the hand
cut diapered spandrels above Purbeck marble piers at Westminster Abbey. At St Luke’s the terra-
cotta decoration blends perfectly with the red Corsiehill stone from Dumfries.

The aisles and clerestory are plastered and now white painted. The stairs to the gallery above
the vestibule have wrought-iron balusters and a timber panelled dado. Between the vestibule and
the nave is a timber screen and doors with stained glass. The roof of the nave is lined and collar
braced with open work at the crown. The braces rise from long wall shafts that have variously
sculpted corbels and moulded capitals. Originally lit by gasoliers, these have been carefully con-
verted to electricity and give just the right amount of light. A temporary wooden grained pulpit
was put at the north-east and is still there to this day!  From every seat in the church the pulpit is
visible. There is a moulded Gothic chancel arch and a polygonal apse of dressed masonry with a
high dado of wainscot panelling. It has a rich groined ceiling springing from shafts of Kinsteary
granite with foliate corbels. An addition of 1894 is the organ by Gray and Davidson of London
but the harmonium brought from the iron church is proudly displayed.

The apse windows are from the William Morris workshop produced from original Burne-
Jones cartoons. The widows are good examples of the firm’s mature work; the central window
depicts the Good Shepherd. The two windows to the left depict Enoch ‘who walked with God;
then he was no more because God took him’.23 Next to this is the figure of Ruth gleaning. These
are balanced by the figures of John the Divine holding the pen of inspiration and Mary of Bethany.
The rest of the glass is by the Greenock firm of J Britton and is in geometric proto-art nouveau
in good quality cathedral glass.

The church is built of rock-faced and snecked rubble masonry from Corsiehill and has pol-
ished long and short dressings. It has a green slate roof with decorative terracotta ridge tiles. The
entrance porch has a very fine moulded Gothic arch on triple nook shafts with foliate capitals and
the panelled door has blind plate tracery. The aisles have paired lights and a lean-to roof. The west
elevation has a second Gothic arched entrance at the centre with two large windows at the gallery
level glazed by Britton. There is a Celtic cross finial and set-back buttresses with gargoyles. To the
left there is a small polygonal vestry. The crossing is punctuated by a flèche with a weather vane.
The intended effect of the unbuilt asymetrically placed tower can be seen at Mayfield, Edinburgh.

In all, Blanc built eighteen churches – just west of Dundee at Invergowrie can be seen All
Souls of 1891. It was equally ambitious architecturally and superficially similar in the general
arrangement but built for the High Church rite of the Episcopalians.There was no compulsion to
create the maximum possible number of seats in the space available and seeing and hearing the
preacher was not part of the brief. The patronage was aristocratic rather than mercantile and the
church was conceived as a memorial to the 9th Lord Kinnaird and his family as well as a working
church for its congregation  In many ways it is very similar to St Luke’s but each are an example
of how the architect has succeeded in fulfilling the particular needs of the client at which Blanc
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was particularly adept. St Luke’s was to lead to other congregations adopting something very sim-
ilar by Blanc- at Perth Middle of 1887, St Matthew’s, Morningside, Edinburgh of 1889-90 and
Troon of 1894 but the design for All Souls cannot be said to have led anywhere.24

Notes
1 The Free Church was formed at the Disruption of 1843 which was a dispute about patronage. In the years prior to
1843 petitions had been put to the assembly of  the Church of Scotland, some seeking to abolish patronage and oth-
ers to change the way it was carried out. In the assembly of 1833 it was proposed that the people should have the
right to repudiate any presentee and this became known as the Veto Act. Ecclesiastical lawyers debated as to whether
the Act would stand up in law and they did not have to wait long to find out. In October 1834 the Earl of Kinnoull
presented a Mr Young to the vacant parish of Auchterarder and after preaching for two Sabbaths there were 2 mem-
bers in favour of the appointment and 287 exercised the right of veto. The unpopular presentee was set aside and then
the Earl and Mr Young addressed a petition to the Court of Session to the effect that he should be taken on. In 1838
the Court found that the rejection of Mr Young was illegal. At appeal it was found that the Presbytery’s powers were
limited to ‘inquiring into the life, literature and the manners of the presentee’. Attempts were made to resolve the issue
– in 1841 the Duke of Argyll introduced a bill that was well received but was set aside on a technicality; the consent
of the crown had not been obtained. Before the assembly of 1843 the Moderator read a protest that had been signed
by 203 members and led a walk-out of 470 miniters to Tanfield Hall where the Free Church was born. The Church
led by Dr. Chalmers threw up cheap churches with the help of a central grant provided that the cost was less than £1
per seat but they soon prospered and before long their leader, who had been forced to abandon his manse at the
Disruption, was to write in his diary ‘Mean to build at Morningside ; but let me not forget the end of the World and
the coming of Christ’. Over the next forty years most of these early churches were replaced by good quality build-
ings.
2 Kerr, The Renascence of Worship (1870), p. 10.
3 See Gunn, Blanc & Bedford, George Heriot’s Hospital (1901)  p. 164.
4 Report of the committee set up to report to the Board of the School of Art. Scottish Record Office SRO
NG/2/2/12.
5 SRO 70/40. 174.
6 Florence Marie Blanc married David Orr Smith on 1 September1874 – a designer and lithographic artist. They lived
at 2 Sciennes Hill Place.
7 The Episcopal Church in Scotland was established following the Reformation. It reached a low point when Penal
Acts were passed against members in 1746 and 1748 following the Jacobite rebellion. Scottish bishops owed an oath
of allegiance to the Stuarts and refused to pray for King George. Following the death of Charles Edward Stuart in
1788 the Penal Acts were repealed and the church began to recover. When Patrick Torry became a deacon in 1782 he
held services in kitchens or any place where a few could gather. In 1808 he became a bishop and was alive, aged 86
when St Ninian’s in Perth, the first post-reformation cathedral in the UK was consecrated in his diocese in 1850.
8 Minute Book No 4. Edinburgh Central Library.
9 SRO SC 70/40.501 p. 287.
10 RSA Obituary 1917.
11 These drawings are part of the BAL Collection, Portman Square, London.
12 Melville, The Fair Land of Gowrie (1939).
13 The United Presbyterian Church was formed in 1847 by the union of the United Secession Church and the Relief
Synod. The United Secession Church was formed by the union of the ‘Old Lights’ and the ‘New Lights’ of the late
18th century.
14 Statistical Account, 1791-9,Vol XIII.
15 Feuing was a form of leasehold. Proprietors sold land but a feu duty was payable to the proprietor.
15 J Lyon, Sketch of the History of the Free Church in Broughty Ferry. (1884)  p. 441.
16 New Statistical Account, 1845; Evening Telegraph 23 January 1878.
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17 Free Church Year Book 1883.
18 J Lyon, Sketch of the History of the Free Church in Broughty Ferry (1884), p. 44.
19 D M Walker, Nineteenth Century Mansions in the Dundee Area (1958). In this David Walker attributes the house to
McLaren but he has told me that it could be the house built by Burnet senior ‘in Dundie’.
20 D M Walker, Rhind Lectures 1990-91, Lecture 1.
21 J M Feathers, St Luke’s United Free Church(1928), p. 12.
22 Genesis 5:24.
23 The composition is intended to show that the revelation of the New Testament is pre-figured or prophesied in the
Old.
24 For a fuller description of both churches see my St Andrew’s University dissertation,The Architecture of Hippolyte Jean
Blanc with Particular Reference to his Churches at Invergowrie and Broughty Ferry (1998).

HELP NEEDED

From Tim Parry

I wonder whether any reader of Ecclesiology Today might be able to add to my information about
two Edwardian architects in whom I am interested.

The first is Alexander R Ellis of Birmingham. As far as I am aware his only known ecclesi-
astical design is that for Holy Trinity, Hinckley, which was consecrated in 1910, although without
the projected tower and south aisle (an apsidal baptistry and porch were added in 1930). He also
made designs for the conversion of the old Trinity Church into a parish hall, and at Leicestershire
Record Office are his plans for associated church schools dating from 1912 but never executed.

Ellis was, according to Birmingham Library Services, in partnership with Charles Edge until
around 1900, and then with A H Bunting, and subsequently in 1924 became Diocesan Architect
and Surveyor at Bath and Wells. He was listed as resident in Taunton until 1951, but I know noth-
ing about his work in the West Country.

My second architect is Walter Planck of Gloucester, who designed All Saints, North Peckham
(1893, blitzed), St Luke the Less (now St Stephen’s), Gloucester (1898-1900) with hall and vicarage,
the chancel of St Matthew’s Caincross, Stroud (1896) and the Second Congregational Church,
Belfast.

If anyone has any further information about these two men, or any further architectural attri-
butions, I would be very pleased to hear from them.

32 Colebeck Mews
Islington
London 
N1 2YA
020 7 226 5762
tim@tmj.homechoice.co.uk
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ODDS & ENDS

Oxford Historic Churches Trust
In an attempt to make the Trust better known an A4 leaflet has been produced which provides
information on the Trust, how it can help those responsible for local churches and how to go about
claiming grants to help with the cost of essential works. Copies can be obtained from R H
Lethbridge,The Dower House,Westhall Hill, Fulbrook, Oxon OX18 4BJ. This may have a wider
interest than just in Oxfordshire.

James Stevens Curl
Followers of this architectural historian may be interested to know that he continues to be prolif-
ic with a number of recent and future titles: Kensal Green Cemetry, The Art & Architecture of
Freemasonry, Piety Proclaimed (an introduction to places of worship in Victorian England), The
Victorian Celebration of Death, Death and Architecture, Georgian Architecture and Classical Architecture.

Course in Harrowgate
The University of Leeds Medieval Churches Certificate course starts in September, with a module
called ‘Looking at Medieval Churches: their Origins and Architecture’. The first lecture is on
Wednesday, September 25th at Granby High School in Harrogate, 2-4 pm, and the course lasts for
22 weeks. Subsequent modules will deal with ‘Furnishings and Purpose’ and ‘Schemes of
Decoration and their meaning’. The teaching will make use of documents, books, slides, discussion
and field trips.

Lily Crucifix
Brian Harris would like to hear from anyone who knows of the location of any Lily Crucifix. His
address is 85 Langdale Avenue, Chichester,West Sussex PO19 8JH.

Scott junior and J F Bentley
Members may care to obtain a copy of the Spring edition of the Victorian Society’s magazine, the
Victorian which contains articles on G. G. Scott junior and J. F. Bentley.The authors are respective-
ly Gavin Stamp and Peter Howell, the acknowledged authorities on the architects in question. Send
a cheque for £2.50 or your credit card details to the Victorian Society, 1 Priory Gardens, London
W4 1TT

Puritan Iconoclasm during the English Civil War
Boydell & Brewer have a special offer available on this work which offers a detailed analysis of
Puritan iconoclasm during the 1640s. It looks at the reasons for the resurgence of image-breaking
a hundred years after the break with Rome, and the extent of the phenomenon.
ISBN 0851158951, 5 b/w illus.; 320pp, hardback. £40.00. Due February 2003. Pre-order now,
directly from Boydell & Brewer, for only £32.00 including postage, quoting reference 02132.
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THE BURGON SOCIETY

Nicholas Groves

THE BURGON SOCIETY was founded in 2000 for the serious study of academical dress. It con-
cerns itself with the subject in all its aspects - what went on at Oxford in the 18th century, but also
the extraordinary 1960s robes of East Anglia; evolving a standard terminology for describing robes
as well as uncovering long-forgotten information.The stated aims are: 1) to co-ordinate the study
of academical dress in all its aspects - history, design and practice in association with other organi-
zations which promote the study of costume; 2) to preserve details of the past and present practices
of institutions; 3) to act in an advisory capacity to film and TV companies and others who wish to
ensure correctness in usage.

The Society is named after The Very Revd
John Burgon,Vicar of St Mary-the-Virgin, Oxford
1863-76, and then Dean of Chichester 1876-88.
He is the only person to have a hood pattern
named after him - the Burgon pattern, which he
seems to have promoted.

The Society meets several times a year: there
is an annual Congregation for the admission of
Fellows; and this year they plan a visit to Ede &
Ravenscroft’s warehouse near Cambridge, a dinner
in London, and a less formal reception, the latter
two with speakers. It publishes an Annual, which
contains a wide variety of articles; and also a
Newsletter, which is produced several times as
year. The Patron is the Rt Revd and Rt Hon
Richard Chartres, Bishop of London, and the
President is Dr John Birch - who, by a happy coin-
cidence, was Organist of Chichester Cathedral.

Membership is open to anyone with an
interest in academical dress, and the subscription
currently stands at £20 a year. Fellowship of the
Society (FBS) is awarded to those members who
successfully submit a piece of original work on an aspect of the subject. Recent successful submis-
sions have included the origin and development of academic dress at the Victoria University,
Manchester; a study of student control of academic dress at Oberlin College, Ohio; and an essay
addressing the topic ‘Is Academic Dress Obsolete in the 21st century?’.

The Membership Secretary can be contacted at Weyhill House,Weyhill, Hants; SP11 0PP, or
you can visit the website at www.burgon.org.uk for more information, and join online.
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SPIRAL COLUMNS IN SALISBURY CATHEDRAL

Richard Durman

ONE OF THE MOST EYE-CATCHING monuments in Salisbury Cathedral – and, perhaps, one
of the most unusual in any of our great cathedrals – is that to Sir Thomas Gorges, the builder of
nearby Longford Castle, and to his Swedish wife, Helena (née Schnachenberg). She had been a
lady-in-waiting to Cecilia, the sister of King Eric of Sweden, who had come to England in an
unsuccessful bid to arrange a match between her brother and Queen Elizabeth. Helena stayed and
married the Earl of Northampton and became a maid-of-honour to Elizabeth. When the Earl died
she married Sir Thomas Gorges who had started building Longford Castle but was beginning to
wonder if he would have enough money to complete it. But thanks to Helena’s royal connections
he was awarded the valuable contents of a Spanish galleon wrecked near Hurst Castle in 1588. He
died in 1610 and the monument was built after Helena died (aged 86) in 1635.

The monument is full of vigour and movement and rich with imagery and allusion. The
overall effect, however, is well-balanced and pleasing thanks largely to having been carved through-
out in cream-coloured Bath stone without any added coloration. There are a number of features
that often attract comment – the galleons and greyhounds and unusual polygonal shapes – but I
have not seen any discussion of the unusual spiral columns on its four corners. Columns decorat-
ed with spiralling vine or laurel leaves (as in the Mompesson monument in the south choir aisle)
are often encountered as are columns carved to simulate two or more elements twisting round each
other (like the strands of a rope), especially in Romanesque buildings. But here it is the shaft itself
that spirals, a motif that I suspect has been used very rarely in England – in probably only a hand-
ful of church monuments and, as far as I am aware, in only one exterior location, the south porch
of St Mary the Virgin, Oxford’s University church – at any rate, in a ‘historic’ building, since a
doorway most likely deriving from the Oxford porch can be seen, for example, at St Joseph’s
Convent, Stafford (1931-2). The only relevant examples of monuments I have traced have a pair
of spiral columns flanking a central feature; the Gorges monument may not only be the earliest to
use this motif but the only one with four spiral columns arranged in a rectangular plan.

For example, the volumes that make up The Buildings of England (compiled by Nikolaus
Pevsner and others) contain illustrations of 300 or more church monuments built (more or less) on
classical lines from the Renaissance through to the 18th century. It comes as no surprise that many
of the Elizabethan and Jacobean monuments shown contain columns that are based on only the
loosest interpretation of classical columns, deriving, no doubt from the Flemish precedents that
were so popular at that time. Some are bulbous or wedge-shaped, some are richly patterned or
fluted and others contain, or consist of, human figures. But not one of them is spiral. Once the
lively enthusiasm demonstrated by these early examples was spent all the columns shown are in
accordance with the classical orders, with just one exception – the richly carved monument of Sir
Henry Bendyshe (d. 1717) in St Mary’s Church, Steeple Bumpstead, Essex, where the semi-recum-
bent figure of Sir Henry is placed between a pair of spiral columns of the Composite order. A
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The Gorges Monument, Salisbury Cathedral (c.1635)
© Crown Copyright NMR
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Monument of Sir Henry Bendyshe (d.1717), St Mary’s church, Steeple Bumpstead, Essex
© A F Kersting
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search through other books about English churches has revealed one other: a wall tablet to
Elizabeth Evelyn (died 1691) in StMartin’s Church, Epsom, Surrey. I have no doubt that readers
will know of other examples but I would be surprised if a comprehensive search yielded more than
a handful of examples or any prior to the beginning of the English Baroque, say, 1680.

What then would the congregation have made of these columns in 1635?  Some may have
treated them as nothing more than a modern design conceit, a deliberate ‘showing-off ’ by design-
er and mason. But many may have recognised a possible deeper significance, one that is contained
in the term ‘Solomonic’ regularly applied to the architectural spiral column. There is a long tra-
dition that the spiral shape derives from the Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem and that Constantine
brought a number of columns back from the Temple for incorporation in the original altar and
presbytery of the ‘old’ St Peter’s in Rome begun in about 333 AD. (Not an unreasonable proposi-
tion, argues Rosenbaum, in the light of the transfer to Rome of Jewish spoils at the destruction of
the Temple as depicted on the Arch of Titus.)  Thus these columns became infused with great reli-
gious significance combining Judaic traditions with the founding of the Christian church in Rome
by St Peter.

So why should the Temple have contained spiral columns in the first place?  One suggestion
is that it is a reference to the oak tree that was the original Ark of the Covenant (Joshua 24.26:‘And
Joshua wrote these words in the book of the law of God, and took a great stone and set it up there
under an oak which was by the sanctuary of the Lord’). But the spiral is a form that occurs fre-
quently in nature usually in a form that implies force and vitality as well as movement, whether
upwards or downwards – the tornado, the waterspout and the whirlpool as well as gentler mani-
festations such as the curling vine or the spiralling ram’s horn. In modern times we would think
too of the interlocking vortices of DNA. In the frozen form of the stone column there is a sense
of coiled power like a twisted rubber band that has yet to be released.

An early, somewhat primitive, representation of the Temple columns exists on an ivory cas-
ket from Pola. Spiral columns were a common feature of the new, distinctive form of sculpture
developed in a period of religious revival in the 11th and 12th centuries by families of marble-
workers – who, significantly, worked in Rome - known traditionally as Cosmati. (Examples can be
seen in Wilton parish church in the fine Cosmati work originally acquired by Sir William Hamilton
and brought here by Sidney Herbert.)  In about 1470 the painter Jean Foucquet depicted the
columns as he imagined they might have appeared in the Temple in a painting of ‘Pompey in the
Temple’, part of the illustrated manuscript Antiquités Judaïques. The columns appear in the work of
artists of the Italian Renaissance, in The Donation of Constantine by Gianfrancesco Penni and most
notably in the Raphael cartoonThe Healing of the Lame at the Beautiful Gate (1515) now in the V&A
Museum, London. This became the model for one of the well-known series of Mortlake tapes-
tries of which examples can be seen at, for example, Chatsworth House, Derbyshire and Forde
Abbey, Dorset. (A re-working of the picture in stained glass, still with Solomonic columns, can be
seen in one of the Hewitt memorial windows of 1843 in the south choir aisle of Lichfield
Cathedral.)  The idea was continued in northern Europe by Peter Paul Rubens: in The Gonzaga
Family Adoring the Trinity (1604-5), in the portrait of Aletheia, Countess of Arundel painted (in
Antwerp) in 1620, in a tapestry that hangs in Cologne Cathedral (based on a painting of 1625-7)
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Church of St Mary & St Nicholas,Wilton
(1841-4): twisted columns in Lombardic
Romanesque style (left) contrasting with ‘recy-
cled’ Cosmati spiral columns in pulpit
(below).
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and in one of the painted panels in the
Banqueting House in Whitehall which were first
displayed in 1635.

Meanwhile, back in Rome, Pope Urban
VIII had commissioned Gian Lorenzo Bernini to
design the great Baldacchino over the High Altar
of St Peter’s, the traditional site of St Peter’s
entombment. This required the removal of the
original Solomonic columns, which were to be
incorporated in aedicules (within the four great
piers that surround the High Altar) to house four
major relics collected by the Pope. Work began
in 1624 and would not be completed until 1633.
The columns of the Baldacchino were made in
hollow bronze (cast by cannon founders) and are
an unforgettable feature of the ‘new’ St Peter’s.
Both the new columns and the Constantinian
ones, re-used to frame the aedicules, are decorat-
ed with vine leaves, a common symbol of the
sacrament.

It was also at about this time that Solomonic columns began to appear in Spain in a monu-
mental form. Small ones had been used in the tabernacle on the High Altar of Seville Cathedral
in 1599 but they appeared on a much greater scale at the cathedral of Santiago de Compostella (in
the Reliquary Chapel) in 1625, at the Jesuit church at Granada (c.1633) and at the Charterhouse
at Jerez (1637). Such columns, usually covered in vine leaves, remained a favourite motif in Spain
until about 1750. By 1675 they had started to become popular in Peru and Mexico (and are prob-
ably used in those countries with greater abandon than anywhere in the world). Some spiral
columns are to be found in the Baroque churches of South Germany and Austria but to a lesser
extent than might at first be assumed. Early examples can be found in the pulpit of Altmünster,
Linz and, again in the pulpit, at Stitskirche, Schlierbach both in Austria. But thereafter it seems that
the general twistings and writhings of the interior form of churches in this region would have made
unbearable much further spiralling of the columns themselves!  However, a display of spiral columns
from this region, complete with busts of various Catholic Church dignitaries, can be seen in the
unlikely surroundings of Chatsworth House in its curious Oak Room, fitted out with carved oak
from a German monastery – from about 1700, Pevsner suggests - bought at an auction in London
by the 6th (“Collector”) Duke of Devonshire (d. 1858).

Thus it is apparent that the spiral column, whatever its origin, became a feature of the
Baroque style in the catholic regions of mainland Europe and its colonies. Rubens, of course, was
catholic, working for catholic patrons. In view of the traditional connection with the Temple of
Solomon I had wondered if the spiral column had been retained as a continuing feature of syna-
gogues but this does not appear to be the case. I have unearthed only one photograph of a syna-

Porch of St Mary’s church, High Street, Oxford (1637)
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A version of The Healing of the Lame at the Beautiful Gate, Hewitt memorial window,
south choir aisle, Litchfield Cathedral (1843)
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gogue with spiral columns. This was in Ansbach in
Germany - where the Ark is framed by a pair of spi-
ral Corinthian columns and the octagonal Bima (the
equivalent of a large pulpit containing a lectern) has
eight similar columns supporting a hollow canopy -
and this probably owes more to Baroque church
architecture of the region than to Judaic tradition.
Generally, columns seem to have remained classically
straight in synagogues both in Europe and America.

So what of the Gorges monument in all this?
Were its spiral columns intended to convey some reli-
gious or other significance and what particular prece-
dent may have inspired the use of this feature when
it does not appear to have been used in England
before?  We need to consider it alongside the porch
of St Mary’s Church, Oxford mentioned earlier. This
was built in its prominent position in the High Street
in 1637. As well as curious it was highly controver-
sial. Its design is now thought to be by John Jackson
rather than Nicholas Stone to whom it had long been
attributed. But, more significantly, it is Archbishop
Laud who was assumed to have arranged for it to be
built (though his former chaplain paid for it) and the
“scandalous” statue of the Virgin Mary with the
infant Christ in her arms was another nail in Laud’s
coffin at his trial and the heads of both figures were
later shot off by a ‘London trooper’ during the Civil
War. Thus here, at any rate, the columns were perhaps an unashamed allusion to the ‘old religion’
and to St Peter’s itself. Could this be true of the Gorges monument?  Longford Castle itself had
been built on an unusual triangular plan as had Sir Thomas Tresham’s Triangular Lodge in
Northamptonshire. Tresham was a catholic and his Lodge was a reference to the Holy Trinity, but,
as Pevsner puts it,‘of Sir Thomas Gorges nothing is known that would allow us to believe him hos-
tile to the Elizabethan Settlement’.

Yet could there be an element of Laudian tolerance in the presence of this monument in an
Anglican cathedral?  The similarities with the Baldacchino are too strong to ignore. But before we
look at those there may be another less controversial allusion that we are meant to read into the
columns. Hersey has shown that spiral shafts came to be identified as sources of religious and sci-
entific insight and as having a role in philosophy, especially in the sense of natural philosophy –
physics and mathematics. The polyhedra on the monument are also likely to be a reference to wis-
dom and scientific curiosity and the columns may be part of the same theme.

So what of the source of the design?  The root source, as we have seen, is almost certainly the
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Silhoutte sketch of the Baldacchino, St Peter’s church, Rome
(Gian Lorenzo Bernini, 1624-33).
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columns in Rome believed (whether true or not) to come from the Temple of Solomon. They in
turn inspired not only Bernini’s (then) recent re-working of them in the Baldacchino but many
other works of art from early Christian times onwards in which the columns were represented. The
examples that are most likely to have been seen by the designers of the Oxford porch and the
Gorges monument are the Raphael cartoon, which was one of the set that had come into England
in 1623, and the various works of Rubens that employ this motif. In his remarks on the Oxford
porch in Architecture in Britain 1530-1830 Sir John Summerson calls it ‘a florid, ungainly composi-
tion with spiral shafted columns supporting the two voluted halves of a pediment, in the middle of
which a niche is inserted. Such stuff as this must have a Flemish source and the influence of
Rubens is not far away: indeed one only has to look into one of the panels of his Banqueting House
ceiling to find an adumbration of the Oxford porch – twisted columns, voluted pediments and all.’
The panel Summerson must have had in mind is the one variously called The Benefits of James I’s
Government or The Peaceful Reign of James I in which foreshortened, rather stubby versions of the
Temple columns appear behind the figure of James. The ‘Flemish source’, incidentally, is unlikely
to be an architectural one so far as the columns are concerned. The Flemish pattern books by
Dietterlin and de Vries and others, which English builders had been using since the latter part of
the 16th century, might certainly have provided a precedent for the pediment but, for all their out-
rageous distortions of classical features, do not appear to have included the spiral column.

Summerson does not even mention the Bernini Baldacchino as a possible source and in
Buildings of England Pevsner suggests that the porch is ‘too early probably’ to be derived from it but
‘rather inspired by Raphael’s cartoon and the early bronze columns in St Peter’s which inspired
Raphael’. It would be easy to apply such a formidable weight of authority to the Gorges monu-
ment – especially as it is even earlier than the Oxford porch. But the Gorges monument shares too
many characteristics with the Baldacchino to discard too readily the possibility that it was inspired
by it. It is true that the general form is consistent with many canopied Elizabethan and Jacobean
monuments containing a pair of recumbent figures. But does any other (like the Baldacchino) have
four such columns, spiral, Composite and set at its extreme corners with a projecting section of
entablature?  Does any other have a bower-like superstructure with its ribs arranged in the same
pattern (if not of the same design) as the Baldacchino’s?  And the ‘Four Virtues’ above the columns
have an uncanny resemblance to Bernini’s angels both in scale and style.

It is fortunate that the Cathedral received only limited attention, a few years on, from the
iconoclasts for the Gorges monument could so easily have been regarded as emanating from the
heart of darkness, the very focal point of the temple of the Antichrist. Its lack of biblical imagery
and its English Renaissance credentials must have put the iconoclasts off the scent. And of course
the atmosphere would soon change. To cover the High Altar of St Paul’s Christopher Wren had
designed a baldacchino with a hemispherical canopy supported by ‘wreathed columns’. This
scheme was not carried out but in 1958 a new High Altar was consecrated with its canopy of
English oak supported by a series of Corinthian columns including four prominent spiral columns,
duly ‘wreathed’ in accordance with Wren’s ideas. The designer was Stephen Dykes Bower in col-
laboration with W. Godfrey Allen. For a while thereafter the baldacchino became fashionable in
Anglican churches demonstrating the proverbial breadth of the Church of England.
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We cannot then be sure why the Gorges monument was designed in this unique fashion but
it does perhaps help throw some light on the term ‘Baroque’ which is how the monument is reg-
ularly described. This term is normally applied to the work of architects like Borromini and
Bernini who interpreted orthodox classical forms in their own way with vigour, movement and
excitement. But in England at that time those orthodox classical forms had yet to be established.
The Gorges monument contains many typical English Renaissance motifs and the Oxford porch
even contains Gothic vaulting!  Baroque architecture as practised in England would prove to be a
much more restrained affair than the Baroque of Italy or France let alone that of catholic Germany
and Austria or the Hispanic countries and their colonies: one would hardly look to Archer or
Vanbrugh or Hawksmoor to find an example of a spiral column. The design of the monument
(like that of the porch) is very much one on its own. The fact that the ‘Baroque’ forms are mixed
with those of the English Renaissance (and in the case of the porch with even older, Gothic forms)
shows the difficulties of simple labelling. The Gorges monument should be recognised as the
unique structure that it is

A NEW PUBLISHING VENTURE

A NUMBER OF Society members have just set up a small publishing company - Spire Books Ltd
- which aims to produce art, architectural and ecclesiastical history books. Many worthwhile books
never get published because the print runs they could generate are insufficient to support the level
of overheads which exists in the larger publishing houses.

Spire Books will be run by Geoff Brandwood,Trevor Cooper, John Elliott, Linda Hone and
Chris Webster, and will be producing its first volume towards the end of the year.

This first offering will be a joint venture with the Georgian Group and will be edited by
Michael Hall, the deputy editor of Country Life. It will deal with the early Gothic Revival from
1550 to 1830 and contain chapters by Alexandra Buchanan, Maurice Howard,Tim Mowl, Giles
Worsley,Terry Friedman and Rosemary Hill: a real galazy of talent. There are chapters on the ideas
that inspired the early Gothic designers, on the grand houses they built and on the their churches.

This is a major first as nothing comparable exists on the period, making it a must for eccle-
siologists and architectural historians.

The full price will be a very economical £19.95 but there is a special pre-publication offer
available at £16.95.

So if you are interested in this book, or if you are looking for a publisher for something you
have written or are in the process of writing, please:

write to Spire Books Ltd, PO Box 2336, Reading RG4 5WJ,
e-mail Linda.Hone@btinternet.com,
look at www.spirebooks.com or 
phone 0118 947 1821 for details.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Michael Fisher: Pugin-Land (Micheal J.
Fisher (Publishing), 2002, pp. 202, 139 pls,
£14.99. Pbk, ISBN 0952685531).
Available from 35 Newland Avenue,
Stafford, ST16 1NL.Tel 01785 245069.

Those visiting a large branch of (say)
Borders or Waterstones are likely to be
greeted be half a shelf full of books on
Frank Lloyd Wright. It seems remarkable,
therefore, that Pugin, one of this country’s
most important architects, should have had
no new monograph for over thirty years.
Micheal Fisher’s latest work on the great
man does much to redress the imbalance,
although given its proclaimed regional
focus, its account of Pugin’s work does not
pretend to be comprehensive. Instead,
Fisher examines his work in Staffordshire
where, largely under the hand of his great-
est patron, the sixteenth Earl of Shrewsbury,
Pugin produced much of his best work.

Those who normally shun anything
privately printed, believing that such texts
are likely to have been rejected by numer-
ous commercial publishers need have no
fears here.This is an impressive piece of research which the author has skillfully developed into a
compelling narrative. The book opens with chapters that give an overview of Pugin’s work in
Staffordshire and consider John Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury.These are followed by a series of chap-
ters, each of which examines one of  the major buildings, for instance, St Mary’s Uttoxeter, St Giles,
Cheadle and of course Alton Towers. In each case, there is a thorough history of the building, plac-
ing it within the wider context of Pugin’s career and contemporary architectural or liturgical
debates.

It is to be hoped that one day Micheal Fisher will find time to write a full account of this
neglected figure; certainly the reprint of his book Alton Towers: a Gothic Wonderland is eagerly await-
ed. It is also hoped that members will take advantage of the research offered in this book and visit
the Cheadle/Alton area so that they can see for themselves some of the spectacular buildings which
Pugin created thanks to the generosity of the Earl of Shrewsbury. Almost a compulsory pilgrim-
age for ecclesiologists. CW
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The Journal of Stained GlassVolume XXIV
2000 198 pp., ISBN 095404570X

This is the journal of the British Society of
Master Glass Painters, and it is a very fine
publication.

The society was formed in 1921, and
is the representative body for practitioners,
conservators and historians of stained glass
in Britain. The journal has been published
since 1924, but has now been revamped.

This particular edition has a guest
editorial by Martin Harrison and sections
which cover the history of stained glass;
reaearch and methodology; contemporary
practice; technical inquiry; reports, reviews
& obituaries and book reviews. These divi-
sions reflect the division of members’ inter-
ests and enable the information and papers
to be presented in a cogent manner. The
detailed chapters, of which there are four-
teen, cover subjects as diverse as Stained
Glass and the Internet, the east window of
Henry VII chapel in Westminster Abbey
and the early development of canopywork
as an iconic framing device.

The whole is lavishly illustrated, much of it in colour, and is an essential for anyone with any-
thing more than a passing  interest in stained glass.

Those with an interest in Victorian stained glass may like to know that Martin Harrison is
currently working on a revision and republication of his classic Victorian Stained Glass, and that this
will appear later this year. Victorian researchers may also find the chapter on stained glass painters
listed on the 1851 and 1881 census of interest. Tony Benyon used the CD ROM produced by the
Church of Latter-Day Saints to extracted information on all those whose occupation was con-
nected with stained glass painting. A novel use of the technology that could be copied elsewhere.

Those who want to know more about the society may care to look at www.bsmgp.org.uk.
Membership of the society costs £30 a year, with a special rate of £15 for the over 70s and stu-
dents who spend more than 10 hours a week in college. If you are interested you can e-mail them
at secretary@bsmgp.org.uk, phone on 01943 602521 or write to Ruth Cooke, 5 Tivoli Place, Ilkley,
West Yorkshire LS29 8SU. Copies of the journal can be ordered at a special price for
Ecclesiological Society members by sending a cheque (£17 UK and £20 0verseas) payable to
BSMGP to The Editor, Journal of Stained Glass, 6 Queen Square, London WC1N 3AR. JE
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Kenneth Richardson, The ‘Twenty-Five’
Churches of the Southwark Diocese: An inter-
war campaign of church building,
Ecclesiological Society, 2002 ISBN
0946823154

I suppose you would expect us to rate this
book highly as it was written by a member
of the Society’s Council, illustrated by a
member of the Society. All this is true but
the book is also very good and excellently
presented.

The Southwark inter-war church
building campaign is historically and archi-
tecturally significant, yet it is largely
unrecorded  After the 1914-18 war the pri-
ority was to rehouse the returning solders
with their families in, what Lloyd George
described as,‘A land fit for heroes to live in’.
Suddenly the outward expansion of London
was underway, and the newly appointed
Bishop, Cyril Forster Garbett, was deter-
mined that the Church of England would
lead the vanguard of those who would wel-
come the people to their new homes.

A mass campaign of fund raising fol-
lowed along with local committees who would oversee the erection of a range of new churches
that would be modelled on the Portsea developments which Garbett had been associated with a
few years earlier. Perhaps surprisingly, the question of architectural style was left to the local com-
mittees to determine; the result being an eclectic mix of styles. Some are spectacular, others less
so, but for the first time all the churches are considered as a whole.

This book contains an introductory chapter that explains these overall developments before
moving on to a detailed account of about 36 churches and associated church halls. The text is illus-
trated with some magnificent drawings selected from a large portfolio which John Bray has creat-
ed. The 162 page Gazateer starts with St Dunstan, Bellingham and ends with St Mary the Virgin,
Welling. The book costs £19 (post free) but members get a £6 discount, just send a cheque
(payable to the Ecclesiological Society) to 24 St Hilda's Terrace,Whitby,YO21 3AE.

All the members of the Ecclesiological Society will have received a free copy (yes, that makes
two free books this year along with three editions of Ecclesiology Today and access to an annual con-
ference, lectures and various visits; all for the annual subscription of £12.50 or £10 concession)
but you might consider it as a Christmas present for somebody else. JE
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Carolyn Wright: Exploring Cambridgeshire
Churches (Paul Watkins for Cambridgeshire
Historic Churches Trust, 1991, pp. 104,
illustrated, £7.95. Pbk, ISBN 1871615925).
John Fitch (ed.): Essex Churches and Chapels
(Paul Watkins, 1996, pp. 217, illustrated,
£14.95. Pbk, ISBN 1900289075).
Jeffery W Whitelaw: Hertfordshire Churches
(Oldcastle Books, 1990, pp. 144., 86 pls,
£7.95. Pbk, ISBN 0948353856).
John E Vigar: Kent Churches (The Dovecote
Press, 2001, pp. 160, illustrated, £8.95. Pbk,
ISBN 187433692X).
Derek Parker and John Chandler: Wiltshire
Churches an Illustrated History (Alan Sutton,
1993, pp 175, illustrated, £5.50. Pbk, ISBN
0750901527).

The books listed above, plus others with a
similar county focus, constitute an impor-
tant part of the published material aimed at
those interested in churches and ecclesiolo-
gy. Many enjoy relatively large print runs –
much bigger than most of the more ‘schol-
arly’ tomes available – and several run to
second or even third editions. They are all
reasonably priced, well illustrated - in some
cases generously so – and compact in scale.
Sadly, this consistency does not continue when the question of the quality of the text is addressed;
standards of writing, information and therefore usefulness vary considerably.

The format of the books too has a certain commonality: all contain a gazetteer which, except
in the case of Cambridgeshire, is preceded by a number of chapters which aim to set the churches
in some sort of context. Some (Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire and Essex) also contain a glossary. All,
except Kent, contain a bibliography of useful further reading.

The gazetteers would seem to be the most valuable parts of the books.They offer informa-
tion to the researcher as well as providing a guide for the visitor. Given the reliability and avail-
ability of ‘Pevsners’ and Betjeman’s Guide, or, for the slightly more ambitious writer, the RCHM
publications and Victoria County Histories, there can be no excuse for omitting key dates or impor-
tant features. Most of these books acquit themselves well here. Hertfordshire’s writer goes for an
objective, rather terse, style while Kent and Cambridgeshire verge more towards the personal. Essex
offers, I think, the most satisfactory balance. Wiltshire’s entries are very brief although the best of
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them at least offers key dates. Elsewhere, one might question the value of an entry which tells one
only ‘Good village church, largely Perpendicular.Very early bell.’ I’m fascinated to know just when
a ‘very early’ bell would have been made and the entry begs the question, what might a bad village
church look like?    

The content of the ‘context’ chapters varies considerably in both quality and usefulness and
perhaps their absence from Cambridgeshire is not necessarily to be regretted.The other four all take
a broadly chronological account of Christianity and its architectural manifestations from the
Romans to the present; not surprisingly, there is much superficiality and generalization. Wiltshire’s
is the best and does much to counter-balance its slight gazetteer.The writer makes an admirable
job of giving his account a local focus instead of constantly veering off to national, and largely well
known, developments. Kent’s is also useful, but one senses its author could have done so much bet-
ter with more space. Essex and Hertfordshire settle for very brief historical contexts which do little
more than tell the familiar national story, punctuated with a few local examples, yet still manage to
rehearse the now discredited generalizations that the Georgian C of E was moribund spiritually
and architecturally and that most Victorian restorations were insensitive or ‘disastrous’.

None of the books really addresses the question of what makes ‘their’ county special: what
local traditions developed in (say) Essex that
makes its churches different from those of
(say) Warwickshire. How far were locally
available materials important in shaping the
county’s churches (Essex does go some way
in this direction); were there local ‘schools’
of stone-carving or glass painting? Were
there idiosyncratic traditions of (say) roof
construction or exceptionally lavish wood-
work that give a county’s churches their
visual character? 

In the Victorian period, were there
strong local traditions of Anglo-Catholicism
on the one hand, or Evangelicalism on the
other which influenced the design of new
churches? From the Restoration onwards, is
it possible to identify the influence of par-
ticular architects and practices?

There will be many more ‘county
guides’ in the future. One would like to
think that future authors will try to move
the genre forward by borrowing the best
aspects of their predecessors’ endeavours and
abandoning the worst. CW
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George Herring: What Was The Oxford
Movement? (Continuum, 2002, pp. 146, no
illustrations, £12.99. Pbk,
ISBN 0826451861).

The book is apparently aimed at the student
market but is likely to be appreciated more
widely by those seeking to understand one of
the most important developments in
Anglicanism since the Reformation. Herring
is well qualified to write such a volume and
strikes a sound balance between what needs
to be included and what does not.

The result is a readable account that
will answer many forms of enquiry, and
throughout, he sets the key events firmly in
the context of nineteenth century develop-
ments in religious thinking

The opening chapter examines the
question of from where the Oxford
Movement originated and how it related to
other forces at work in both the Church and
state in the second quarter of the nineteenth
century.

Subsequent chapters consider ‘Ideas’
and theological concepts; ‘Events’, dealing
with the history and personalities in the
Movement; finally ‘Parishes’ which considers
the Movement in practice.These are followed by a fairly lengthy set of ‘Documents’, carefully cho-
sen extracts from certain key texts written by members of the Movement or its critics. These
include bibliographical references but frustratingly, not page numbers. Finally, there is a useful anno-
tated bibliography.

Herring is to be congratulated on producing this highly accessible account of an hitherto
largely inaccessible topic. His thesis has lain, largely unread, at Oxford for far too many years and
the research he did on the Oxford Movement and the subsequent move towards ritualism in the
Church of England needs to be introduced to a wider audience.

We thoroughly recommend this book to everyone who is a student of the Victorian period,
whether formally or informally, and whatever their specialised interest. This Society advocates the
study of things ecclesiological and it is easy to just look at churches which were built in the past
through modern eyes. This small book should ensure that this is not so for early Victorian build-
ings. CW
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C. S. Drake, The Romanesque Fonts of Northern Europe and Scandinavia,Woodbridge, 2002. Large quar-
to hardback, xviii + 213pp, 383 b&w photographs on plates, 25 text figures. ISBN 0851158544.
£90, but on special offer to members of the Society (see foot of review).

There are an enormous number of surviving Romanesque fonts.A search for ‘Norman’ and ‘font’
in the computerised index to Pevsner throws up more than 1200 examples in England and Wales
alone. No doubt these are an offshoot of the ‘Great Rebuilding’ of parish churches in the eleventh
and earlier twelfth centuries, when the majority of parishes seem to have been given a decent stone
church.The carving on some fonts makes them significant works of art, but, as mentioned in the
introduction to this book, it is likely that many fonts were painted so perhaps even simple tub fonts
were bright and attractive objects in their youth.

The genesis of this book is worth recording. From school the author signed up as a Regular
Army officer, following redun-
dancy became a senior manag-
er in manufacturing industry
and in retirement decided to
build on his lifetime interest in
the Middle Ages by going to
university as a very mature stu-
dent.At the University of Essex
he enrolled for an MA in Art
History and Theory, for which
he presented a dissertation on
Tournai fonts (see article in this
issue). Pressed by his examiners
to publish it as a piece of orig-
inal research, and a pile of
rejection slips later, the
Benedictine monks whose
abbey publishes the outstand-
ing Zodiaque series on
Romanesque art and architec-
ture, proposed instead a book
on ‘all Romanesque fonts, from
Spain to Scandinavia, from
Ireland to Italy’.

This book, seven years
later, is the outcome, albeit not
quite of the geographical
extent originally proposed, and
with an English publisher.
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Paddie Drake is now working on his second book, which will extend what the Introduction of this
one has to say about the history and symbolism of baptism. He is scheduled as a speaker at the
Society’s annual conference 2002, talking about the imagery of English Romanesque fonts.

With such a mass of material, what questions should be asked? - and what organising prin-
ciple should be used to answer them? Should the approach be chronological? Alas, most
Romanesque fonts cannot be dated, though the author has taken a broad chronological split by
assuming that tub fonts are in general earlier than pedestal fonts (how secure is this assumption,
which seems to be based on the move from adult to child baptism?). Organising by patronage
would be a fascinating study, but in most cases the information is lacking. Earlier studies have used
the material of the font to categorise them; but as the author points out, fonts in one stone were
often copied in other materials, and this is not always a useful distinguishing characteristic; though
– quite rightly, given the technical issues of production – metal fonts receive a chapter of their own.
Iconography is another possibility, and the author hopes to present a second volume on this aspect
of the material.

Perhaps one might organise by style, and stylistic development? – this approach has a distin-
guished precedent. But if taken out of context, it can confuse between geographic regions, and blur
the realities of patronage, cross-influence and diffusion. To avoid this, the author has taken a region-
al approach, and within this considered workshop of origin for groups of fonts, reverting to typol-
ogy only where no workshop groups are discernible. Fonts from one workshop could travel great
distances, as shown by the Tournai font series, but in general organising by geographical region pro-
vides a coherent picture of the material.

Necessarily, this is a large, detailed book. A brief Introduction sets the scene, defines terms,
and outlines the major iconographical elements found on fonts. Each of the eight chapters then
provide detailed descriptions of all the main groups of fonts and major individual pieces in the
British Isles, Belgium, France, Germany, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, with a final section on
metal fonts. A notable and important (and close to incredible) feature of the book is the descrip-
tions are almost entirely based on personal examination by the author, thus bringing the unifor-
mity of a single eye, and allowing mistakes which have been transmitted from author to author in
the past to be corrected. Plates are collected at the end of the book, and with a few exceptions are
of good quality.There are appendices listing fonts by groups for each chapter, and both subject and
location indexes, the latter likely to provide valuable apparatus for future research. Finally the author
has provided an extensive bibliography, an important tool in itself.

Others are more qualified to debate the detail of this book. Clearly it is an extraordinary
achievement, and one which will provide a point of access to a key item of liturgical furniture sur-
viving in great numbers, but never before brought together and illustrated in such accessible form.

This book is on special offer to members of the Society. Using the enclosed flier will secure your copy at
a discounted figure of £67.50 + £2.00 UK p&p. If the flier is missing, write to Boydell & Brewer, PO Box
9,Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 3DF. TC
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James Stevens Curl, Piety Proclaimed: An
Introduction to Places of Worship in Victorian
England, Historical Publications 2002, ISBN
094866777X £16.95.

What a nice book. This really is a very good
introduction to Victorian places of worship,
just as the title claims.

James Stevens Curl is the Professor of
Architectural History at Queen’s University,
Belfast, having previously held a similar
position at Leicester. He is also a Visiting
Fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge. As such
he is well qualified to write on the subject.

As regular readers of architectural his-
tory books will know, James Stevens Curl is
a prolific writer, being responsible for a
handful of titles in the last year or so. He
writes well and has an easy to understand
style. Long complicated words are avoided
and the book is divided into manageable
sections so you can just as easily read it in
bed as on the train.

Apart from describing the main archi-
tectural developments during the nineteenth century, the text also deals well with the religious
questions that underlay the liturgical changes. Especially clear and concise is an account of Anglo
Catholicism that appears towards the end of the book. This should be something all students of
the Victorian period read and learn!

The book has been nicely produced by Phillimore’s and is extremely well illustrated with
many black and white images and a small colour section, though it might have been better if this
had been produced as wrap arounds which were distributed throughout the book rather than as
two discrete colour sections. For the studious there is a good select bibliography and an extensive
glossary.

Being hard backed the book perhaps seems more substantial than it is, with just 142 pages of
text, 14 frontise pages, a 25 page glossary and 14 pages of bibliography and index. At £16.95 it is
competitively priced and should sell well, especially amongst students of the Victorian period and
those who want to know a little more about the religious and architectural changes that led to the
great variety of Victorian church styles. And that perhaps is the book’s most appealing element. If
you want to know what it was that caused the churches to be built the way they were, this is very
much the book for you. A good read and a very good Christmas present. JE
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Hilary Lees: Exploring English Churchyard
Memorials (Tempus Publishing Ltd., Stroud,
2002, pp 160 ., 80 pls, £14.95. Pbk, ISBN
0752425250). Available from The Mill,
Brimscombe Port, Stroud, GL5 2QG.

This authoritative survey is based on all
those churchyard monuments throughout
England that have been listed Grade I or II*
by the RCHM (now English Heritage).
Having explained the history of the church-
yard, and of the churchyard cross, Lees first
deals with the pre-Reformation memorials
– the early Roman,Anglo-Saxon and Viking
ones as well as the medieval monuments –
and then the headstones and chest tombs, in
particular the spectacular Cotswold exam-
ples of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. These are followed by those of the
Gothic Revival, the churchyard mausoleum
and modern memorials. Individual chapters
are also devoted to the symbolism of
churchyard sculpture and to the rich variety
of epitaphs to be found on tombstones. An
especially valuable part of the book is its
alphabetical list of major tombs. CW

Ann E. Nichols: The Early Art of Norfolk: a Subject List of Extant and Lost Art (Medieval Institute
Publications,Western Michigan University, 2002, pp. 370, 43 pls, no details of price have been pro-
vided. Hbk, ISBN 1580440347). It is priced at $45 plus shipping from the W. M. University,
Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA.

This is the latest, and welcome, volume in an important series devoted to the systematic listing of
all discoverable examples of early art. The majority was, of course, church-based.

Here is a meticulous listing of every Christian image in the county’s churches, catalogued
under such headings as;The Old Testament, sub-divided into Creation, Adam and Eve, Patriarch
history, etc; The Virgin Mary, sub-divided into Early Life, St Anne teaching Mary to read, Holy
Kinship; Life of Christ: Ministry sub-divided into John the Baptist Preaching, Baptism of Christ,
Temptation, Public Life etc..

Like the rest of the series, this is a mine of imformation, providing scholars with an unparal-
leled tool for assessing the role played by art in centuries gone by. CW
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ECCLESIOLOGICAL SOCIETY CHURCH VISITS

The church visits are an especially important part of the Society’s ongoing programme of activi-
ties.They offer sometimes rare opportunities to view important or interesting churches, most of
which are opened specially for our parties, and for many in the Society visits present the only occa-
sions when members meet each other. Historically, their organization relied on a small, dedicated
band of members. We are delighted that ‘new blood’ has recently been added to their numbers, but
there remains much scope for further augmentation. For instance, for several years almost no visits
have taken place on the west side of England and we would welcome offers from members able to
offer a visit to churches in or around (say) Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol, Exeter, or
any of the rural areas in between. The purpose of this short article is to encourage others to offer
their services. If a little voice inside is now saying ‘but I couldn’t possibly do that; I’m no expert’,
please do not ‘fast forward’ to the next article!

The main task of each visit’s organizer is, unsurprisingly, one of organization. It is not essen-
tial that the organizer is able to give an authoritative discourse on each of the churches visited. Of
course, if the organizer can do this then all the better and a good number of our visits do have
knowledgeable leaders. But you will find that many churches can offer their own specialist speak-
ers, and, if not, most visit attendees are happy to look around on their own or discuss the building
among the group. Alternatively, you can prepare some summary notes in advance, from published
sources such as the church guide book or Pevsner..

So, what does organizing a visit involve? The first task is to identify a group of churches that
can be visited comfortably in a day, four or five is the norm.These could be within walking dis-
tance of each other in the centre of a large town or city.They may represent a range of styles and
periods and therefore provide interesting contrasts or they may form a coherent group by virtue of
their having been constructed at about the same time or being the product of a single type of
patronage, e.g. the Church Commissioners. A popular alternative to ‘the walk’ is ‘the car convoy’
where four or five, probably rural churches are visited by members in shared cars.Visits in hired
coaches have often been very successful and have a number of advantages for members, although
they do present the organizers with a greater challenge. Obviously whether the visit is on foot, by
car or by coach, the organizer needs to work out an itinerary, route and timetable – including a
location for lunch – and - most importantly - make sure that each church will be opened for the
group at the appropriate time.

Details of the visits will be published in the January 2003 edition of Ecclesiology Today and
organizers will subsequently receive telephone bookings from members and give out whatever
practical information is required in advance, e.g. precise location for assembly, extent of walking
involved etc. Many visits attract around a members, some much more, but the organizer is free to
set whatever limit he or she wishes.

So, do you think that you could organize  one? The Hon. Director of Visits will be happy to
offer advice and whatever help is needed. Do telephone him, Christopher Webster, on 0113 393
5165 with ideas, no matter how tentative.The programme for 2003 needs to be in place by the end
of October 2002
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REPAIR AND UPGRADING work is now complete at the grade II* Wallasey Unitarian Church
which is in Manor Road, Liscard, Merseyside.

The church was originally designed by Frederick Waring and Edmund Rathbone, and
opened in September 1899. Martha Elam commissioned the work in memory of her husband,
William. She also funded the appointment of a minister.

Unitarianism was popular in the nineteenth century amongst the professional middle classes
of Merseyside, many of whom were also active in public life, and Rathbone was well known in
Liverpool artistic circles.

The church is built of red Ruabon bricks with stone dressings. There are two spectacular
porches and an octagonal tower. The porches are decorated with sculptures of Meditation,
Eloquence, Devotion and Music. The interior is furnished in an Arts and Crafts style, and this is
particularly unusual for a Nonconformist chapel. The fittings are mostly by Bernard Sleigh and
other craftsmen who were associated with the Bromsgrove Guild. Sleigh painted panels on the
ends of the choirstalls, communion table and pulpit which depict the elements, earth, air, fire and
water. The reredos was designed by Harold Rathbone, brother of architect Edmund, and is of
Birkenhead della Robbia. Amazingly everything survives with only minimal alteration.

The church and adoining hall will be opened officially on 12 October and the Historic

HISTORIC CHAPELS TRUST

Wallasey Unitarian Church interior
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Chapels Trust are anxious to make the building available for local events. In the interim anyone
wanting to see this splendid building should contact 0151 639 5137.

_________

The charming Coanwood Friends (Quaker) Meeting House is located in a remote valley, near
Haltwhistle in Northumberland, just to the south of Hadrian’s Wall. It was built in 1760 at the
instigation of Cuthbert Wigham, a wealthy local estate owner who had joined the Friends in 1734
and who also provided the land for the chapel and a burial ground.

Like many other buildings in the vicinity it is of squared stones with ashlar quoins and had
a stone slate roof, though only a verge of stone exists today. Inside, the chapel is divided into two
rooms which are separated by a hinged partition. The main room has a Minister’s stand, high
backed seats and plain benches. As in many economy buildings the floor is of stone flags while the
walls are plastered and lime-washed.

Originally the Meeting House was used by twelve Friends, mostly drawn from the Wigham
family and many of them became Ministers, travelling extensively in England, Scotland and Ireland.

Wallasey Unitarian Church,
lectern with reredos behind
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Several of these were female, including Cuthbert Wigham’s daughter Mabel, who was a Minister
for 25 years; Hannah, the wife of his son John; Dorothy, the wife of his son Thomas; and Rachel,
the wife of his son William.

The chapel was transferred to the Historic Chapels Trust from the Carlisle Friends Meeting
in 1998 and has now been restored. A meeting to decide on its future use was held in July and we
will let you know what transpired. In the interim if you would like to see the interior contact
01434 320256.

_______

In the next edition of Ecclesiology Today we will feature several other buildings which are
now in the care of the Historic Chapels Trust, including the Salem Chapel at East Budleigh which
is not far from Exeter, and a disused Roman Catholic chapel, the Biddlestone Chapel in
Northumberland.

Meanwhile if anyone would like to support the Trust they should contact them at 29 Thurloe
Street, London SW7 2LQ.

Coanwood Friends (Quaker) Meeting House, near Haltwhistle in Northumberland
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TRACTARIANS  AND  RITUALISTS
George Herring

WAS THE RITUALISM of the later nineteenth-century a natural and logical consequence of the
Oxford Movement of the 1830s? For the Ritualists themselves, many of their contemporary oppo-
nents, and most of the first historians of the Movement, the answer was clear.The editor of the sec-
ond,1865, edition of the Ritualist manual The Directorium Anglicanun, F G Lee, saw Tractarianism as
the precursor of his more advanced ceremonial practices, a view shared by many Evangelical writ-
ers of the time who saw Ritualism as ‘only a logical sequence of Tract 90’, and ‘simply a further
and more adventurous and sensuous manifestation and development of the Tractarian scheme’.1

This view was subsequently endorsed by a number of early twentieth-century historians such as
S.L Ollard, who wrote in his Short History of the Oxford Movement of 1915 that: ‘A direct result of
the movement of 1833 was the revival of ceremonial in public worship’, and saw Ritualism as a
‘natural’ consequence of the earlier movement. Much more recently this interpretation has been
reaffirmed by Nigel Yates in his substantial account of Victorian Ritualism:‘Ritualism was not only
the logical or inevitable conclusion of the movement launched by Keble’s Assize Sermon in 1833,
but it was one outcome that, with hindsight, could have been predicted and the seeds of which go
back to the earliest days of the movement itself ’ he asserts at the opening of his book. However, in
his conclusion Yates admits that the evidence he presents could lead to a rather different interpre-
tation, one in which Ritualism should be seen rather as ‘a radical departure from traditional
Anglican beliefs and practices and from the initial intentions of the early Tractarians’ and that
Ritualism was thus ‘not the inevitable consequence of Tractarianism’. 2 My own research has led
me to lean heavily in favour of this latter conclusion and to question the straightforward relation-
ship between Tractarians and Ritualists assumed by more conventional interpretations.While the
Ritualists clearly owed much to the work of the Oxford Movement, they also departed from its
initial intentions in a number of areas, revealed in the tensions between some of the older
Tractarians and younger Ritualists, especially in the decade of the 1860s when Ritualism made its
first substantial appearance. So what has led me to this alternative conclusion?

First and foremost among the things that the Ritualists owed to the Tractarians was a
Eucharistic theology.The wearing of the Eucharistic vestments, the chasuble for the celebrant, dal-
matic for the deacon, and tunicle for the sub-deacon, themselves signified a particular understand-
ing of the theology of the Eucharist. It often surprises modern readers of The Tracts for the Times
that there is so little about the Eucharist in them, for in its initial phases in the 1830s this was not
the central concern of the Oxford Movement.The fully developed understanding of the Eucharist
took over twenty years to emerge, and was only really completed with the publication of The
Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist by R I Wilberforce in 1853.Wilberforce argued that Christ’s presence
was precisely located in the bread and wine after priestly consecration, what he called a ‘real objec-
tive presence’.And in addition the Eucharist was also a sacrifice, the earthly counterpart of the eter-
nal offering of the Son before the Father in heaven.These views were then publicly tested in three
sermons preached by the Tractarian Archdeacon Denison in Wells Cathedral in 1853-4, and the
subsequent legal battles that ensued over their validity in the Church of England, decided in
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Denison’s favour, but only on a legal technicality, in 1858. However this was enough for some
nascent Ritualists to argue that ‘doctrinal progress … has been practically made and sealed’, and
that the wearing of vestments was thus the logical outcome.3 The linkages between this particu-
lar interpretation of the Eucharist and the vestments was made even more explicitly by subsequent
Ritualist writers of the 1860s. Perhaps the most prolific of these was R F Littledale, the incumbent
of St. Mary the Virgin, Soho, in a series of pamphlets with titles such as The Christian Sacrifice,The
Real Presence and The Christian Priesthood. In them Littledale specifically adopted Wilberforces’s ter-
minology and clearly associated the Ritualist cause with Eucharistic theology. Another Ritualist
priest, Charles Le Geyt, vicar of St. Matthias, Stoke Newington, was equally explicit: ‘Ritual wit-
nesses to doctrine, and preaches more effectively than the most eloquent of sermons ... without it
you cannot teach the Real
Presence of our Lord in the
Holy Sacrament’. He was as
equally convinced about the
links between vestments and
the eternal sacrifice of Christ
in heaven: ‘Here is the ritual
and worship of heaven. Now,
the Church in heaven and the
Church on earth corresponds
and is united’. 4

Another area in which
the Ritualists believed that the
Tractarians had prepared the
way for them was that of
church building and restora-
tion. This was certainly the
view of John Purchas in his
Preface to the first edition of
The Directorium Anglicanum in
1858, seeing the reordering of
churches for the more fitting
performance of the liturgy as
naturally leading to a further
advance in ceremonial prac-
tice. The veteran Evangelical
opponent of the Tractarians,
Peter Maurice, writing in
1870 was likewise in no doubt
that Oxford had been ‘busy
preparing for the Melodramas
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The Eucharistic Vestments (from The Directorium Anglicanum,
second edition, 1865)
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and Pantomimes that were to follow’. 5 And here the work of the Cambridge Camden Society of
1839, the precursor of the Ecclesiological Society, had been crucial.

But it is here also that the first doubts about the connections between the Tractarians and the
Ritualists begin to surface. What is not always appreciated is the depth of mutual suspicion that
existed between the early proponents of the two movements centred on Oxford and Cambridge
respectively. John Mason Neale, one of the original founders of the Camden Society, while sym-
pathetic to the theology of the Oxford Movement, saw it as deficient in the spheres of aesthetics
and church architecture; the new society was at least partly designed to correct this. And it is sig-
nificant that Neale was also one of the earliest advocates of restoring the use of Eucharistic vest-
ments, in 1843 using arguments familiar to the Ritualists of twenty years later in asserting that as
more and more Gothic churches were restored or built so the demand for the restoration of Gothic
vestments would follow naturally as more fitting to the architecture than surplices and gowns. 6 Yet
what is clear from the evidence is that among the Tractarian clergy at work in their parishes in the
1840s and 1850s there was a widespread dislike of what one of them, Edward Monro of Harrow
Weald, called ‘hollow aestheticism’. He warned his readers that architecture and ornaments were
‘but a crysalis, in which the immortal soul is preparing to spread its wings into eternal day.We must
not spend our time there’ but rather ‘reverse the order, and begin with the hearts of your people’.7

In other words the relationship between doctrine and ceremonial was one of cause and effect; first
teach the Eucharistic beliefs of the Tractarians to parishioners, and increase the frequency of com-
munion, and once these were firmly rooted among them then the resulting ceremonial would fol-
low as the natural expression of them.The fear among many Tractarians was that to start with the
‘aesthetics’ was to reverse the correct order, putting effect before cause, and their writings in these
decades were filled with these concerns. W E Heygate, the Tractarian novelist and parish priest,
warned in 1847, for instance, about people attracted to the Oxford Movement for the wrong rea-
sons, ‘to revel in chant, to contemplate the cathedral, to talk of architecture ... all this very poetic
and captivating’ but then finding Churchmanship in reality ‘more real, practical, severe and hard’
that they had expected. For him the real difference between Tractarian churches and those of con-
temporary mainstream Anglicanism was obvious: ‘It is not a better decorated church, no chanting,
nor rubrical exactness, nor anything of the sort in which that vital difference consists; but it is some-
thing in principle which causes this great difference in practice, that there is a better informed piety, a more
frequent and devout worship, a reverent and quiet spirit, a more liberal charity, a more disciplined
life’.8 Another Tractarian clerical novelist, William Gresley, was equally clear that ‘The English
Eucharistic Service regularly carried out needs no accession of ceremony’, and neatly summed up
the Tractarian ideal of liturgy as ‘chaste magnificence’.9 Archdeacon Denison, the very man who
had preached the sermon in support of Wilberforce’s Eucharistic theology, also warned against the
dangers of ‘aestheticism’ replacing the primacy of doctrine.10 And to be fair, even John Mason
Neale himself was aware that it was possible that for some people ‘every increase in ritual is an
increase in sham’.11 Thus the majority of Tractarians in these decades went no further in matters
of ceremonial than to place two candles on the altar, some not even lighting them during services
for fear of offending their parishioners, to wear a surplice and stole where most parish clergy still
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wore the black gown, and to turn eastwards to celebrate the Eucharist with their backs to the con-
gregation, rather than stand at the north end of the communion table sideways to the congrega-
tion as the Prayer Book rubric directed.

Hence the arrival of the much more elaborate ceremonial of the Ritualists from the late
1850s onwards, crucially the wearing of the Eucharistic vestments together with the lighting of
candles and the burning of incense, was seen by many Tractarians as a radical departure from the
practices of the previous generation. Indeed generational change was clearly one of the differences
between the two groups of clergy. Many of the Tractarians had been at work in their parishes for
years, some for decades, yet more than two thirds of the Ritualist clergy estimated in 1874 had only
been appointed to their parishes since 1860 and thus mainly represented a new generation.12 But
the differences went further than just those associated with age.The Ritualists brought with them
a new sense of assertiveness, a desire to push forward in areas where the older Tractarians had been
more cautious and shown a greater willingness to be patient. In the first years of the Oxford
Movement in the 1830s there had been a pronounced confrontational edge to the Tractarian ethos;
but the reaction to the publication of Froude’s Remains in 1838 had demonstrated that not all

Diagram of the Chancel (from The Directorium Anglicanum,
second edition, 1865)
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Anglicans were going to be swept up in a campaign to replace the ecclesiastical establishment with
the Church Catholic.After the loss of Newman in 1845 there was a widespread feeling among the
Tractarians that the Movement would be a much more long-term war of attrition. As Henry
Newland, the vicar of Westbourne, commented in 1854: ‘We cannot hope in the few years of our
lives, to restore the decay of centuries’.13 Yet this seemed to be exactly what the new Ritualists
believed they could do. In the 1860s the pace of change quickened, and crucially the focus of that
change shifted too. Previously the Tractarian clergy had directed their energies to such things as the
creation of Eucharistic communities at the heart of their parishes, in some ways not unlike other
reforming clergymen of the mid-nineteenth-century; increasing the frequency of communion;
introducing a Daily Service of choral mattins and evensong; restoring the chancels and filling them
with surpliced choirs of men and boys; and removing the box pews and galleries as much for social
as liturgical reasons. Generally they were committed to the wholesale re-education of the English
people in what they believed to be Catholic Christianity. But that had to start with the people
themselves, while the church buildings and its furnishings were secondary to this task; and above
all it was going to take a long time to achieve.What is notable in post-1845 Tractarianism is a new
ethos of patience and caution, confrontation replaced by consideration for the feelings of their
parishioners and a willingness to innovate only when the ground had been thoroughly prepared or
the initiative to change came from members of the congregation themselves.

Among the new Ritualist clergy by contrast there was clearly a feeling that many of these
battles had already been won.The Denison case seemed to confirm that Tractarian Eucharistic the-
ology was now accepted by the Church of England, and other legal decisions, notably the
Westerton judgement in 1857 which declared altar frontals and credence table legal, reinforced this
view. Littledale himself significantly dated the start of ‘Ritualism proper’ to 1859, immediately fol-
lowing these two crucial cases, and it was no accident that the first detailed manual of ceremonial
practices, The Directorium Anglicanum, appeared in its first edition in 1858.14 But a Church in which
only about three or four hundred parishes out of a total of over 12,000 had been influenced by
Tractarian incumbents by 1860, hardly seemed to confirm the Ritualist’s optimism.And as a result
the divergence in assumptions and approaches between themselves and many of the older
Tractarians widened as the years passed. For one thing the legal arguments employed by the
Ritualists in defence of their practices were based on the proposition that all pre-Reformation uses
were legal in the Church of England unless specifically repealed at a later date. Littledale outlined
the reasoning for this based on a very particular interpretation of the Ornaments Rubric which
fixed the legal norm for ceremonial as that pertaining in the second year of the reign of Edward
VI. Littledale argued that since this ran from 28 January, 1548, to 28 January, 1549, and that the Act
enforcing the first Book of Common Prayer did not become effective until one week before the
latter date, and futher that the Book was not used until 9 June, 1549, then the Rubric could not,
in his opinion, refer to this Book alone, but also to earlier uses as well.This line of argument opened
almost limitless possibilities, as The Directorium Anglicanum showed.15 It was in sharp contrast to
Tractarian assumptions and practices largely based on the 1662 Prayer Book, which they argued
they were at last making a reality in Anglican parochial life after generations of neglect. The
Ritualists, on the other hand, wanted to make sweeping revisions to the Prayer Book.16 And the
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source of authority for such changes was now often not the Church of antiquity of the early
Tractarians, but rather Medieval Catholicism, a point noted by the eminent liturgical scholar, Philip
Freeman, who saw the Ritualists seeking to introduce ‘a new cultus, and a new religion ... purely
the device of the middle ages’.17 This desire to restore so much medieval ceremony led the
Ritualists into a series of painstaking antiquarian and legal researches, often appearing wearisome
and tedious to the modern mind, perhaps reaching their nadir with the arguments about the pre-
cise meaning of the north side of the communion table in the Prayer Book rubric. From his
detailed researches Littledale came to this conclusion:‘On the one hand, the great majority of cler-
gymen assume that North side and North end mean the same thing, and accordingly place them-
selves between the North wall of the Chancel and the Altar, looking South, and with the right
shoulder turned towards the congregation. On the other hand, the ritual minority take their stand
at the West side of the Altar,
facing East, and turning their
backs to the congregation,
standing, however, at that
part of the West side which is
nearest to the North, in what
would, in short, speaking in
terms of the compass, be the
N.W by W. point’.18 This
absolute precision in posi-
tioning the celebrant at the
Eucharist was a world apart
from the concerns of the
previous generation of
Tractarians, who, if they
adopted the eastward posi-
tion at all, did it more for
practical than for symbolic
reasons.

But it was not only in
these rather theoretical and
abstract areas that the two
groups differed; perhaps
more importantly there were
also clear practical diver-
gences between them in
terms of parochial manage-
ment. Among these were
issues of timing, and the con-
sultation of congregations.
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The Furnishing of the Chancel (from The Directorium Anglicanum,
second edition, 1865)
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Few, if any,Tractarians would have objected to the wearing of Eucharistic vestments in principle;
what they did disagree about was the timing of the Ritualists in introducing them before, as the
Tractarians saw it, the bulk of the Church was ready and prepared for them.As W J E Bennett, the
founder of St. Barnabas, Pimlico, wrote in 1857 of the vestments: ‘They have been so long disused
by a negligent clergy ... that the people have altogether lost sight of them, and forgotten them.And
if they were brought suddenly back without notice and instruction to the people, we might need-
lessly offend the weaker brethren; and therefore it is kind and merciful to them, not to put the law
of the Church at present into execution’. Bennett saw the more fundamental task as teaching the
true meaning of Catholic Christianity first; the ear should come before the eye.19 It was thus pre-
cisely on this central issue of parochial practicalities that so many Tractarians diverged from the
Ritualists.The time for the restoration of Eucharistic vestments lay in the future when the con-
gregations were better educated and prepared to receive them with understanding.The Ritualists
argued rather from analogies to theatres and gin palaces that it was the visual and other senses
which had to be affected first, and the understanding would follow. 20

So what is the evidence for this growing tension between the older Tractarians and the
younger Ritualists? It has to be said straight away that there were some Tractarians in the 1860s
who came to sympathise with the Ritualists, sometimes to the point of wearing the Eucharistic
vestments themselves. But in almost all cases this was only after a number of years of consideration,
and occasionally only after an initiative from members of their congregations.W J E Bennett, for
instance, began to wear the vestments in 1867 when a large group of his communicants in his parish
at Frome in Somerset presented them to him.21 A year later T T Carter at Clewer, the founder of
a Sisterhood in his parish, took the opportunity of the opening of a new mission chapel there to
start wearing a set of linen vestments. Also in 1868 James Skinner began to wear vestments in his
parish church at Newland, but only after seven years of careful preparation of his congregation.
Others such as Robert Liddell at St. Paul’s, Knightsbridge, or J W H Molyneux at Sudbury in
Suffolk became convinced of both the legality and desirability of vestments, but exercised person-
al restraint in not wearing them out of consideration for the feelings of their parishioners.22 On
the other hand, what is perhaps more compelling is the number of Tractarians who not only did
not personally wear vestments themselves, but who also saw their adoption as a danger and imped-
iment to the advance of their work. Among these was William Gresley who in 1867 resigned as
Vice President of the English Church Union precisely over this issue. He wrote in his letter of res-
ignation to the President objecting to the time and money spent by the Union in promoting
Ritualism:‘I yield to no one in the desire to promote the orderly and reverential worship of God:
but many of these things on which so many of our friends insist, seem to me to lead to strife and
division rather than union and edification’ he wrote, adding a few days later his belief that ‘the
Union has in my opinion departed a good deal from its original design, and is too much mixed up
with the Ritualist party’.23 From the world of education too another warning note was sounded.
Thomas Stevens was the clerical founder of the public school in his parish of Bradfield in Berkshire,
and he had always avoided appointing ‘very aesthetic’ curates for fear of shocking his parishioners
and the potentially harmful effects on the boys at his school. Not surprisingly as fresh advances in
ceremonial began he wrote that ‘I am not able to sympathise with the ways of the advanced ritu-
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Position of the Clergy during the Eucharist (from The Directorium Anglicanum,
second edition, 1865)
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alists’.24 At East Dereham in Suffolk B J Armstrong was equally fearful of the effects of advanced
ceremonial, and at a local meeting of the English Church Union in 1863 he entreated a neigh-
bouring Ritualist not to throw back his cause by adopting practices which Armstrong thought of
dubious legality. In 1865 he noted that Ritualism would only be adopted successfully ‘in isolated
and exceptional places’, and in 1867 he remarked that a former curate of his had ‘alienated all his
parishioners by Ritualism and by refusing to concede anything to their wishes’.25 William Butler,
the Tractarian vicar of Wantage from 1846 to 1880 has left one of the most detailed records of
parochial work in that period in his muti-volumed manuscript parish diaries.The pages of these
also reveal a concern for the pastoral implications of Ritualism. In 1865, to give but one example,
he experimented with the use of a banner in his church.There was some negative reaction from
the congregation and he was told that more innovations would upset the people. He remarked that
the people were prejudiced against ceremonial, but added: ‘the prejudices of good people need to
be dealt with gently’. Like the majority of Tractarians he believed that education and preparation,
especially with respect to Eucharistic theology, should come first.‘Until it is done, any such advance
in Ritual would defeat its own object’ he wrote in his diary.26

But the most surprising reservations about Ritualism came form the pen of a man with per-
haps the most impeccable Tractarian credentials of all: Dr. Pusey. In 1867 Pusey had publicly
defended the Ritualists at a moment of crisis when a Royal Commission had been summoned to
investigate their practices. But his position was very far from being so straightforward an advocate
of Ritualism as might be assumed from this public action. In private he expressed his many reser-
vations about both the scope of Ritualism and the speed of its advance.As the first Ritual practices
began to appear in 1860 he wrote: ‘I am in this strange position, that my name is made a byword
for that which I have never had any sympathy, that which the writers of the Tracts, with whom in
early days I was associated, always deprecated  -  any innovations in the way of conducting the ser-
vice, anything of Ritualism, or especially any revival of disused vestments’. As early as 1839 Pusey
had criticised any advances in ceremonial as ‘beginning at the wrong end’, an opinion clearly in
line with mainstream Tractarianism. This remained his view consistently through the years of
increasing Ritualism. At a private meeting of the English Church Union in 1867 he took a simi-
lar line to its former Vice President,William Gresley, and advised its members to wait for the sup-
port of their parishioners rather than press ahead with ceremonial changes against their wishes.
Finally in 1873 he made his views explicit: ‘I have a thorough mistrust of the Ultra-Ritualist body.
I committed myself some years ago to Ritualism, because it was unjustly persecuted, but I do fear
that the Ritualists and the old Tractarians differ both in principle and in object’.27

In the final quarter of the nineteenth-century, however, Ritualism clearly became the pre-
dominant manifestation of what the successors to the Tractarians increasingly called Anglo-
Catholicism.The Public Worship Regulation Act of 1874 ushered in a period of mild persecution
for the Ritualists, culminating in the prosecution and eventual vindication of the saintly bishop of
Lincoln, Edward King, in 1890-92. The result was that Eucharistic doctrine and the Eucharistic
vestments were seen as clearly linked, to succeed or fail together. By 1904 the number of Ritualist
churches had increased dramatically to over 2,000, a huge advance from the 60 estimated by B J
Armstrong in 1865.28 All of this tended to make the tensions of the 1860s a forgotten episode in
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the history of the Movement; but in that decade there was a danger that tension could become real
division, as contemporary observers noted:‘Unhappily the great Church party is dividing itself into
two sections’, commented one of them who wrote under the name ‘An English Priest’, continu-
ing that they were pulling apart ‘upon this vexed question of ritual revival’.29 The parochial con-
sequences of introducing Ritual so quickly were potentially that dramatic. But for their own vari-
ous purposes the Ritualists themselves, their more Protestant opponents, and the early historians of
the Movement all accepted the idea that Tractarianism naturally led to Ritualism.What is now clear
from the evidence of the 1860s is that the path from the one to the other was neither so straight-
forward nor inevitable as they assumed. Propaganda had been turned into a myth, and one that has
seemingly endured for over a century.

Dr. George Herring is the author of What Was the Oxford Movement?, the first general account of the Movement to appear for
several decades.
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